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Introduction 
Introduction 

Purpose 

Marking is the principal way of letting holders of information know the specific protection require- 
ments for that information. Markings and designations serve several purposes: 

• Alert holders to the presence of classified information, information protected under the Freedom 
of Information Act (FOIA), and technical information with restrictions on its dissemination. 

• Identify, as specifically as possible, the exact information needing protection. 
• Indicate the level of classification and any other markings for control of the information. 
• Give information on the source(s) and reasons for classification or other restrictions. 
• Warn holders of special access, control, or safeguarding requirements. 

This guide gives Department of Defense (DoD) staff and contractors an overview of the kinds of 
marking required to protect classified and unclassified controlled information that cannot be dissemi- 
nated to all audiences. The guide offers an integrated approach to the major requirements for marking 
and control of information, briefly explaining the reasons for marking and providing examples of 
correctly marked documents. 

This guide is not a substitute for training in the major systems of DoD document and data control. If 
your job includes original or derivative classification, decisions about FOIA exemptions, or manage- 
ment of scientific and technical information, you must attend specialized training. 

Background and Policy 

DoD policy is to maximize the availability of information consistent with the restraints necessary to 
protect national security, U.S. economic security, and the rights and interests of individuals, businesses, 
and foreign governments. To implement this policy, DoD personnel must be able to understand, and 
balance, the diverse requirements that guide their decisions about managing the fiow of DoD informa- 
tion and data. 

Getting Started 

If you have responsibilities for marking information, you must consider the big picture: What features 
of this information may require protection? 

Begin with three questions: 

• Is the information classified? 
• Does it include content that restricts it from public access under the FOIA? 
• Is it technical information requiring a DoD Distribution Statement? 

The following section. The Marking Process, summarizes the path to follow in making marking 
decisions. The process is keyed to major sections of the guide where you will find explanations, links to 
references, more details, and examples. 

A foldout decision tree showing the marking process is located at the back of this guide. 
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The Marking Process 
Classified: If information is classified and therefore exempt from release under the FOIA exemp- 
tion (b)(1), it must be marked as one of three levels: 

Top Secret (TS) 
Secret (S) 
Confidential (C) 

Begin by identifying the level of classified information found in each portion. A portion is usually 
defined as a paragraph. Subjects and titles are also treated as portions. 

The Marking 
Process 

If you determine the text does not contain classified, then mark the portion with a U for Unclassi- 
fied. 

2. Overall Classification Level: The highest classification level applicable to the information will be 
marked conspicuously at the top and bottom of the fi-ont cover, the title page, the first page of text, 
and the back cover. Mark internal pages at top and bottom with the highest classification for that 
page or with overall classification level. 

3. Original Classification: If the document is "Originally Classified" using the criteria in E.O. 
12958, Section 1.5, the document face must identify the original classification authority. A stamp 
placed at lower left gives classifier information to be completed as follows: 
• On the "Classified by" line, put the name, personal identifier, or the position of the classifier If 

the identity of the organization is not apparent on the document, put the name of originating 
agency below the "Classified by" line. 

• On the "Reason" line, give a concise reason for classification, citing the classification 
category(ies) of Section 1.5 as basis for classification. 

• On the "Declassify on" line (third line), give a date or event for declassifying the document. 
Whenever possible, choose the declassification instruction that will result in the shortest 
duration of classification. If an exemption category is used, ensure that it is consistent with the 
reason. Provide guidance on downgrading (if any). 

See examples for marking originally classified documents in the section on Marking DoD 
Classified Documents. 
This section also has instructions for marking working papers and classified e-mail. 

4. Derivative Classification: If the document is "Derivatively Classified" using a source document 
or classification guide, the document face must identify the derivative classification authority. A 
stamp placed at bottom lower left gives derivative classifier information: 
• On "Derived from" line, put the title/subject of the source document or the name of the classifi- 

cation guide. Put the date of the source document/classification guide. 
• On "Declassify on" line, put declassification instructions from the source document or classifica- 

tion guide and provide guidance on downgrading (if any). Restricted Data (RD) or Formerly 
Restricted Data (FRD) information defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 is not subject to 
automatic declassification; therefore, this line is omitted on RD/FRD documents. 

See examples for marking derivatively classified documents. 

5.    Special Markings or Caveats: Some types of classified information require markings that alert 
holders to special access, control, or safeguarding requirements. Caveat markings are placed on the 
first page of the document (cover, title, or first page of text, whichever comes first). In addition, 
caveats are included in the portion marking and, in some cases, the headers and footers. 

See examples of Special Access Programs (SAP), Intelligence Information/DCID, Foreign 
Government Information (FGI), and RD/FRD. 
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FOIA Exemptions: If a document has no classified information, the information must still be 
reviewed to see if it meets the eight other exemptions under the Freedom of Information Act (5 
U.S.C. 522) that would make it ineligible for public release. (See "What Are FOIA Exemptions?" 
in the section on FOIA and Privacy Act and DoD 5400.7-R, DoD FOIA Program.) Such informa- 
tion cannot be made public if or when the document is declassified. Mark unclassified portions 
applicable to FOIA exemptions or personal information protected by the Privacy Act with "FOUO" 
(For Official Use Only). 

"For Official Use Only" is marked conspicuously at the bottom of the cover (if any), title, first 
page of the text, and the back cover or page. Internal pages are marked "For Official Use Only" at 
the bottom. If FOUO documents and material are transmitted outside the DoD, they must have an 
expanded marking on the face so that non-DoD holders understand the status of the information. 

See examples ofFOIA/FOUO marking in FOIA and Privacy Act section. 

Technical Content: Determine if the content of the document, data, or information is technical in 
nature. If it meets the criteria for DoD technical information or data (see the Glossary), then DoD 
Directive 5230.24, Distribution Statements on Technical Documents also applies. 

If it does not, no additional markings are needed. 

8.    Primary Distribution: For newly generated technical documents, the DoD controlling office may 
produce a list of recipients. This list is the "primary distribution" for the document. 

P.    Secondary Distribution: Determine what audiences can and cannot receive this technical content 
without further review or release decisions by the controlling office; that is, determine the con- 
straints, if any, on the public release of the content. To make this decision use: 
• Your knowledge of the project 
• Relevant information about the content 
• Any supporting documents (such as contractor agreements) 
• Expertise of other DoD staff (such as security or foreign disclosure personnel) 

Consider both the primary and secondary lists: Recipients on the primary distribution list should be 
consistent with the other audiences who can receive the content except where the controlling office 
chooses to exercise its additional approval authority to distribute the document, data, or informa- 
tion beyond the constraints you must now consider. 

10. Reasons for Restricting Distribution: There must be a clear reason for restricting the distribution 
of technical content. Review the possible reasons, if any, that may make it necessary to limit the 
access of selected categories of individuals or organizations to the technical content of your 
materials. Is this technical document, data, or information: 
• Owned by a foreign government? 
• The result of testing and evaluation? 
• Proprietary? 
• Obtained from management review of a contractor? 
• About a technology on the U.S. Munitions List or the Commodity Control List? 
• About patentable military systems or processes in development/documentation for software 

covered by a license? 
• Descriptive of administrative procedures or operations? 
• Restricted by a specific law, regulation, or Executive Order? 
• Export-controlled? 

A "yes" to any of these questions means that you must consider restricting the document's second- 
ary distribution to one of the audiences defined in the matrix of distribution levels or codes (see 
DoD Distribution Codes/Levels). 



Note: Not all technical documents or data sets should have a single secondary distribution. For 
example, different distribution constraints may apply to the separate papers in a conference 
proceedings. If the document can or should be broken down into logical components, assign a 
distribution level to each component. 

If you answered "no" to all questions, the technical content may be approved for the release to the 
general public. With the concurrence of the designated review and release authority associated with 
the controlling office, the document will be assigned distribution level A. 

11. DoD Distribution Statement: The outcome of your decision will be the choice of one of seven 
distribution levels -A, B, C, D, E, F, or X. Having made your initial decision, assign the distribu- 
tion statement, providing all needed information, and place it correctly on the materials. 

The Marking 
Process 

See the examples of DoD Distribution Statements in the section on Placement of DoD Distribution 
Statements. 

12. Review and Concurrence: Check your decision against others who have a role in marking 
documents for distribution. In addition to your own management line and controlling office, 
reviewers may include the public affairs, security, and foreign disclosure offices, and your Scien- 
tific and Technical Information Officer (STfNFO) or Technical Data Manager. 
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DoD Distribution Codes/Levels 

Introduction 
DoDD 5230.24 requires that all DoD technical documents, data, and information be marked with one 
of seven distinct DoD Distribution Statements. The DoD Distribution Statement controls the secondary 
distribution of the technical content. 

Although the terms technical documents, data, and information have somewhat different meanings, for 
simplicity's sake they are collectively called "technical documents" throughout this guide. 

^iisiSs^iiaa^iB^ii.-. 

DoD technical documents contain information relating to: 

• Research 
• Development 
• Engineering 
• Testing 
• Evaluation 
• Production 
• Operation, use, and maintenance for military products, services, and equipment 

DoD 
Distribution 

Codes/Levels 
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Types of Technical Documents 
Examples of technical documents that must be marked with a DoD Distribution Statement are listed in 
the table below. Please note that the list is not all inclusive. 

Types of Documents 
• Technical reports 
• Technical memoranda 

• Technical notes 
• Technical papers 

• Technical manuals • Technical orders 
• Conference proceedings • Journal articles 
• Special reports • Plans 
• Instructions • Computer software 
• Engineering drawings • Working papers 
• Preprints • Theses 
• Annual technology program reports 

Media Formats 
• Paper • Electronic 
• Film • Oral presentations 
• Microfilm/microfiche • Audio/video tapes 
• Transparencies • Slides 
• Computer diskettes • CD ROM 
• E-mail 

• Blueprints • Drawings 
Forms of Data • Graphic displays • Text 

• Dimensional data • Numeric data sets 
♦ Formulas • Photographs 
• Maps • Computer printouts 
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Parts of a DoD Distribution Statement 

Most of the seven DoD Distribution Statements include the same types of information, even though the 
level of control varies. A statement usually includes the following four parts: 

1. Audience 
2. Reason(s) for restriction 
3. Identity of the DoD Controlling Office 
4. Date 

This is a generic example of a DoD Distribution Statement: 

Distribution Statement (Fill in Level) 

_ (Rll in audience);. Distribution authorized to  
reason);  (Fill in date of determination). Ckhet requests for this 

(Fill in 

document shall be referred to. 
Controlling Office). 

. (Insert name of ItoD 

Each part (Audience, Reason(s) for Restriction, DoD Controlling Office, and Date) provides an 
essential piece of information about the document. 

DoD Distribution Statements A, X, and F are slightly different in composition. To see the diiferences, 
go to the specific sections on each of these in this guide. 

Audience 

Each DoD Distribution Statement authorizes a specific audience that may receive the document without 
fiirther review or release decisions by the DoD Controlling Office. The audiences for each statement 
are listed below: 

Audience 
DoD 

Distribution 
Statement 

General pubHc A 

U.S. Government Agencies only B 

U.S. Government Agencies and their contractors C 

DoD and U.S. DoD contractors only D 

DoD components only E 

Individuals/entities authorized by the DoD Controlling Office 
on a case-by-case basis 

F 

U.S. Government Agencies awrf private individuals or 
enterprises eligible to obtain export-controlled data X 

10 
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In the example shown below, the audience is U.S. Government Agencies. 

Distribution Statement B 

Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies only (critical technology; 
proprietary information); July 31, 2001. Other requests for this document shall be 
referred to the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 3201 North Fairfax 
Drive, Arlington, VA 22203-1714. 

Reason(s)for Restriction 

All DoD Distribution Statements must contain a reason for restricting a document to a specific audience. 
The only exception to this requirement is a document approved for public release (DoD Distribution 
Statement A). That is because such a document is essentially unrestricted. 

Valid reasons are listed under Reason(s) for Restriction, the last section of this topic. More than one 
reason may be used in the same DoD Distribution Statement, as needed, as shown in the example below. 

DoD 
Distribution 

Codes/Levels 

Distribution Statement B 

Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies only (critical technology; 
proprietary information); July 31, 2001. Other requests for this document shall be 
referred to the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 3201 North Fairfax 
Drive, Arlington, VA 22203-1714. 

Identify the reason(s) for restricting distribution before designating the audience to which the document 
is restricted. Always select the reason(s) based on whether release beyond the designated audience 
could be damaging to national, proprietary, or other critical interests. 

If there is (are) no reason(s) to restrict, the document should be marked for public release. 

DoD Controlling Office 

The DoD Controlling Office is the DoD office that either: 
a. created the content of the technical document, 
b. sponsored the work that generated the technical document, or 
c. received the technical document on behalf of DoD, where DoD is responsible for determining the 

distribution to protect its contents based on constraints provided to DoD. 

When a technical document is approved for public release (DoD Distribution Statement A), the DoD 
Controlling Office need not be listed. 

In the example shown below, the DoD Controlling Office is the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency. Note that the address must also be included. 

Distribution Statement B 
Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies only (critical technology; 
proprietary information); July 31, 2001. Other requests for this document shall be 
referred to the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 3201 North Fairfax 
Drive, Arlington, VA 22203-1714. 

11 
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Date 

The date that the DoD Distribution Statement was assigned should always be included. Note that this 
date may be different from the publication date, task completion date, or other significant date for the 
project. 

In the example shown, the date that the DoD Distribution Statement was assigned is July 31,2001. 

DoD 
Distribution 

Codes/Levels 

Distribution Statement B 

Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies only (critical technology; 
proprietary information); July 31, 2001. Other requests for this document shall be 
referred to the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 3201 North Fairfax 
Drive, Arlington, VA 22203-1714. 

DoD Distribution Statement Codes/Levels 

The table below lists the DoD Distribution Statements authorized by DoDD 5230.24. 

^ 

DoD Distribution 
Statement 
Code/Level 

Description 

A Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 

C Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies and their 
contractors (fill in reason) (date of determination). Other requests for this 
document shall be referred to (insert DoD Controlling Office). 

D Distribution authorized to the Department of Defense and U.S. DoD 
contractors only (fill in reason) (date of determination). Other requests 
for this document shall be referred to (insert DoD Controlling Office). 

B Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies only (fill in reason) 
(date of determination). Other requests for this document shall be 
referred to (insert DoD Controlling Office). 

E Distribution authorized to DoD components only (fill in reason) (date of 
determination). Other requests for this document shall be referred to 
(insert DoD Controlling Office). 

X Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies and private 
individuals or enterprises eligible to obtain export-controlled technical 
data in accordance with DoD Directive 5230.25, Withholding 
Unclassified Technical Data from Public Disclosure (date of 
determination). DoD Controlling Office is (insert). 

F Further dissemination only as directed by (insert DoD Controlling 
Office) (date of determination) or higher DoD authority. 

12 
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DoD Distribution Statement A 

When to Use 

DoD Distribution Statement A may be used only on unclassified technical documents that have been 
cleared for public release in accordance with DoDD 5230.9. 

Technical documents resulting from contracted basic research efforts are normally assigned DoD 
Distribution Statement A, except where there is a high likelihood of disclosing: 

• performance characteristics of military systems, or 
• manufacturing technologies that are unique and critical to defense 

and when agreement on this situation has been recorded in the contract or grant. 

Technical documents with this statement means they are available to: 
• the public 
• foreign nationals 
• companies 
• foreign governments (including adversary governments) 

There are no restrictions on exporting technical documents with DoD Distribution Statement A. 

When Not to Use 

DoD Distribution Statement A should not be used for: 
• formerly classified documents (unless they have been cleared in accordance with DoDD 

5230.9) 
• currently classified documents 
• documents containing export-confrolled technical data (see DoDD 5230.25) 
• any of the other reasons to restrict disfribution as described in the Reason(s) for Restriction 

section 
• if the content is considered to contain FOUO or Privacy Act data covered by the FOIA 

exemptions described in this guide 

Statement A Format 

Below is the correct format for DoD Distribution Statement A. 

DoD 
Distribution 

Codes/Levels 

Distribution Statement A 

Approved for public release: distribution is unlimited. 

DoD Distribution Statement A does not require a date, identification of the DoD Controlling Office, or 
reason(s) for resfriction. 

DoD Distribution Statement B 

When to Use 

DoD Disfribution Statement B may be used on classified or unclassified technical documents. 

DoD Disfribution Statement B resfricts the document to U.S. Government Agencies only. Valid reasons 
for choosing DoD Disfribution Statement B are listed under Reason(s) for Resfriction, the last section 
of this topic. More than one reason may be used as needed. For more information, see Reason(s) for 
Resfriction. 

13 
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Statement B Format 

Below is the correct format for DoD Distribution Statement B. 

Distribution Statement B 

Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies only; (Fill in reason); 
  (Fill in date of determination). Other requests for this document shall 
be referred to (Insert name of DoD Controlling Office). 

DoD Distribution Statement C 

When to Use 

DoD Distribution Statement C may be used on classified or unclassified technical documents. 

DoD Distribution Statement C restricts the document to U.S. Government Agencies and their contrac- 
tors. Valid reasons for choosing DoD Distribution Statement C are listed in Reason(s) for Restriction, 
the last section of this topic. More than one reason may be used as needed. For more information, see 
Reason(s) for Restriction. 

When Not to Use 

DoD Distribution Statement C should not be used on documents that contain information owned by or 
about a contractor, such as: 

• proprietary information, 
• test and evaluation information related to specific contractor performance, and 
• information about patentable processes or devices when its premature dissemination 
could jeopardize the patent application. 

Statement C Format 

Below is the correct format for DoD Distribution Statement C. 

Distribution Statement C 

Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies and their contractors; 
 (Fill in reason); (Fill in date of determination). Other 
requests for this document shall be referred to (Insert name 
of DoD Controlling Office). 

DoD Distribution Statement D 

When to Use 

DoD Distribution Statement D may be used on classified or unclassified technical documents. 

DoD Distribution Statement D restricts the document to DoD and U.S. DoD contractors only. Valid 
reasons for choosing DoD Distribution Statement D are listed under Reason(s) for Restriction, the last 
section of this topic. More than one reason may be used as needed. For more information, see 
Reason(s) for Restriction. 

14 
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When Not to Use 

DoD Distribution Statement D should not be used on documents that contain information owned by or 
about a contractor, such as: 

• proprietary information, 
• test and evaluation information related to specific contractor performance, and 
• information about patentable processes or devices when its premature dissemination could 
jeopardize the patent application. 

Statement D Format 

Below is the correct format for DoD Distribution Statement D. 

Distribution Statement D 

Distribution authorized to Department of Defense and U.S. DoD contractors only; 
 (Fill in reason);  (Fill in date of determination). 
Other requests for this document shall be referred to (Insert name 
of DoD Controlling Office). 

DoD Distribution Statement E 

■rmrsaws^m 

DoD 
Distribution 
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When to Use 

DoD Distribution Statement E may be used on classified or unclassified technical documents. 

DoD Distribution Statement E restricts the document to DoD components only. Valid reasons for 
choosing DoD Distribution Statement E are listed under Reason(s) for Restriction, the last section of 
this topic. More than one reason may be used as needed. For more information, see Reason(s) for 
Restriction. 

Note that DoD Distribution Statement E should be used on documents that contain export-controlled 
information that is part of direct military support. 

Statement E Format 

Below is the correct format for DoD Distribution Statement E. 

Distribution Statement E 

Distribution authorized to DoD components only; 

be referred to. 

 (Fill in reason); 
(Fill in date of determination). Other requests for this document shall 

. (Insert name of DoD Controlling Office). 

DoD Distribution Statement F 

When to Use 

DoD Distribution Statement F is normally used on classified technical documents only. It may be used 
on unclassified technical documents when specific authority exists (for example, when the document 
contains information related to direct military support). 

DoD Distribution Statement F is the most restrictive of the DoD Distribution Statements, allowing the 
document only to be released by the DoD Controlling Office on a case-by-case basis. 

15 
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Statement F Format 

Below is the correct forniat for DoD Distribution Statement F. 

Distribution Statement F 

Further dissemination only as directed by, 
Office or higher DoD authority);  

. (Insert DoD Controlling 
. (Insert date of determination). 

No audience or reason(s) for restriction is specified in DoD Distribution Statement F. 

DoD Distribution Statement X 

When to Use 

DoD Distribution Statement X is used only on unclassified documents when DoD Distribution State- 
ments B, C, D, E, or F do not apply, but the document does contain export-controlled technical data. 

The only valid reasons for choosing DoD Distribution Statement X are critical technology and direct 
military support as listed in Reason(s) for Restriction at the end of this topic. For more information on 
these two reasons for restriction, go to the section on Reason(s) for Restriction. 

DoD Statement X Format 

Below is the correct format for DoD Distribution Statement X. 

Distribution Statement X 

Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies and private individuals or 
enterprises eligible to obtain export-controlled technical data in accordance with 
 (Insert appropriate regulation); (Insert date of 
determination). DoD Controlling Office is. 
Controlling Office). 

. (Insert the name of DoD 

Always cite the appropriate regulation (e.g., legal statute or congressional act) on which the choice of 
DoD Distribution Statement X is based. 

Export Control Warning 

If a document contains technological information concerning a critical technology, an appropriate DoD 
Distribution Statement and an Export Control Warning are required. 

A listing of critical technologies can be found on the Department of Commerce's Commodity Control 
List (CCL) and the State Department's United States Munitions List (USML). Consult your Foreign 
Disclosure OflRcer for additional information and guidance. 
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Below is the correct format for an Export Control Warning. 

WARNING - This document contains technical data whose export is restricted by 
the Arms Export Control Act (Title 22, U.S.C, Sec. 2751, et. seq.) or the Export 
Administration of 1979, as amended. Title 50 U.S.C, App. 2401 et seq. Violations 
of these export laws are subject to severe criminal penalties. Disseminate in 
accordance with provisions of DoD Directive 5230.25. 

Reason(s) for Restriction 

Introduction 

There must be a clear reason(s) for restricting the distribution of technical content. Always select the 
reason(s) for restriction based on why release beyond the designated audience could be damaging to 
national, proprietary, or other critical interests. 

■'^^4^i'^^^\^^,^IM 

DoD 
Distribution 

Codes/Levels 

When considering the reason(s) for restriction, you should select all that apply to the technical docu- 
ment you are marking. More than one reason may be used in the same DoD Distribution Statement, as 
needed. 

The reason(s) for restriction should be identified before designating the audience to which the docu- 
ment is restricted. 

The chart below lists all the reasons for restriction authorized by DoDD 5230.24. 

Reasons for Designating Audiences* 
for Secondary Distribution 

DoD Distribution Statement 
Codes/Levels 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE: The information 
is approved for public release and does not contain 
controlled data. 

A 

C D B E X F 

FOREIGN GOVERNMENT INFORMATION: The 
foreign government information furnished to the depart- 
ment of defense is restricted in its distribution to: 

DoD components only. • 
U.S. Goverment Agencies only. • 
DoD and U.S. DoD contractors only. • 
U.S. Government Agencies and their contractors. • 
Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 
PROPRIETARY INFORMATION: The information is 
(1) owned by a non-government entity and (2) protected 
by a contractor's Limited Rights Statement (LRS) or other 
agreement. Therefore, dissemination is restricted to: 

DoD components only. • 
U.S. Goverment Agencies only. • 

17 
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Reasons for Designating Audiences* 
for Secondary Distribution 

DoD Distribution Statement 
Codes/Levels 

C D B E X F 

Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 
TEST AND EVALUATION: The information results 
from testing and evaluation of commercial products or 
military hardware produced by a nongovernmental entity. 

Routine dissemination of such results outside DoD could 
result in unfair advantage to the manufacturer or producer. • 
Routine dissemination of such results outside the U.S. 
Government could result in unfair advantage to the 
manufacturer or producer. • 
Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 
CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: 
The information derives from the management review of a 
program, contractor, performance records, or other 
advisory documents evaluating a contractor proff-am. 

Routine dissemination of such results outside DoD could 
result in unfair advantage to the contractor. • 
Routine dissemination of such results outside the U.S. 
Government could result in unfair advantage to the 
contractor. • 
Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY: The technology or 
information is on the Munitions List or the Commodity 
Control List, and release of the technology, or informa- 
tion to other than the designated group (identified below) 
will have a negative impact on U.S. military activities or 
help potential adversaries overcome military deficien- 
cies. 

DoD components only. • 
U.S. Government Agencies only. • 
DoD and U.S. DoD contractors only, but only if the 
contractors are registered with DoD to receive export- 
controlled data. • 
U.S. Government Agencies and their contractors, but only 
if the contractors are registered with DoD to receive 
export-controlled data. • 
Agencies, individuals, and enterprises authorized to 
receive export-controlled data. • 
Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 



Reasons for Designating Audiences* 
for Secondary Distribution 

DoD Distribution Statement 
Codes/Levels 

C D B E X F 

PREMATURE DISSEMINATION: The information 
relates to patentable military systems or processes in the 
development stage, and 

Disclosure at this time, except at the discretion of the 
Controlling Office, would compromise DoD's interest in 
protecting a patentable technology. • 
Disclosure at this time, except to U. S. Government 
Agencies only, would compromise DoD's interest in 
protecting a patentable technology. • 
Disclosure at this time, except to DoD components only, 
would compromise DoD's interest in protecting a patent- 
able technology. • 
Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 
SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION: Software documen- 
tation shall be distributed according to the terms of the 
software license, which may restrict distribution to: 

DoD components only. • 
U.S. Government Agencies only. • 
DoD and U.S. DoD contractors only. • 
U.S. Government Agencies and their contractors. 

f/ 
Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 
ADMINISTRATIVE/OPERATIONAL USE: This 
information describes administrative procedures or 
operations with technical content (such as equipment 
maintenance or weapons operations manuals). Such 
information may be unclassified but is considered 
sensitive information and its distribution should be 
limited to entities that need it for Government purposes 
or to conduct official business for DoD. 

DoD components only. • 
U.S. Government Agencies only. • 
DoD and U.S. DoD contractors only. • 
U.S. Government Agencies and their contractors. 

%/ 

Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 
SPECIFIC AUTHORITY: The specific authority 
(Executive Order, statutes such as Atomic Energy or 
Stevenson-Wydler acts, Federal regulation, etc.) govern- 
ing this information restricts its distribution to: 

DoD components only. • 
U.S. Government Agencies only. • 

-J 
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Reasons for Designating Audiences* 
for Secondary Distribution 

DoD Distribution Statement 
Codes/Levels 

C D B E X F 

DoD and U.S. DoD contractors only. • 
U.S. Government Agencies and their contractors. • 
Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 
DIRECT MILITARY SUPPORT: FAe technical data is 
export-controlled and of such military significance to 
another country or to a Joint U.S.-foreign program that its 
release for other than direct support of DoD activities 
potentially jeopardizes an important military advantage 
of the U.S. Release can be made to: 

Anyone permitted access to unclassified export-controlled 
data for foreign military sales. • 
DoD components only. • 
Recipients as directed by the DoD Controlling Office or 
higher DoD authority. • 

* Audience is the group of persons approved to receive a document. 

Marking Multi-Part Documents 

Not all technical documents or data sets should have a single audience for secondary distribution. A 
document, such as a conference proceedings, may have parts whose secondary distribution can be quite 
wide and other parts that need to be more restricted. 

An appropriate DoD Distribution Statement can be assigned to each part of the document, based on the 
reason(s) for its restriction, thereby enabling the individual parts to be separately disseminated. At the 
same time, the entire multi-part document should have a DoD Distribution Statement that reflects the 
most restricted distribution audience of any of the separate parts. The overall statement should include 
the reason(s) used in the various parts. 

See section on Placement of DoD Distribution Statements. 
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FOIA and Privacy Act 
FOIA 
The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is the chief Federal law on openness in government. FOIA 
gives "any person," U.S. citizen or not, access to federal records except when all or part of a record is 
exempt from disclosure under one or more of FOIA's nine exemptions. 

'i/ 

DoD's policy is to make the maximum amount of information concerning its operations and activities 
available to the public. DoD policies and procedures for FOIA requests are described in: 

• DoD Directive 5400.7, Freedom of Information Act Program 
• DoD Regulation 5400.7-R, Freedom of Information Act Program 

atMf9«^aiaia* 

FOIA Exemption Categories 

FOIA's nine exemptions permit DoD to withhold certain kinds of information from release. These 
exemptions are usually referred to by their paragraph numbers in the FOIA section of the U.S. Code: 
(b)(1) through (b)(9) of 5 U.S.C. 552. 

The first exemption is for classified information.The other eight exemptions address unclassified 
information and are described in the following table: 

What Are the FOIA Exemptions? 

Number Type of Information Exempted from Disclosure under FOIA 

(b)l Information properly and currently classified in the interest of national defense or 
foreign policy, as specifically authorized under the criteria established by Executive 
Order and implemented by regulations, such as DoD 5200.1-R, "Information 
Security Program." There is no discretion regarding the release of classified 
information. 

(b)2 Information pertaining solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of the 
DepaiLment of Defense. This exemption is entirely discretionary. This exemption 
has two profiles-'high" and "low." 

High: The "high" profile permits withholding of documents such as manuals, 
directives, instructions, and unclassified portions of security classification guides, 
which, if released, would allow circumvention of a rule, policy, or statute, thereby 
impeding the agency in the conduct of its mission. Examples include: 

• Operating rules, guidelines, and manuals that are used by DoD investiga- 
tors, inspectors, auditors, and examiners and must remain privileged for 
legal reasons. 

• Personnel and other administrative matters, including questions and 
answers used in fraining courses or in the determination of qualifications of 
candidates for employment, advancement, or promotion; credit card 
numbers; e-mail address lists (not individual e-mails). 

• Computer software, which, if released, would allow circumvention of a 
statute or DoD rules, regulations, orders, manuals, directives, or insfruc- 
tions; computer systems structure. 

FOIA and 
Privacy Act 
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(b)3 

(b)4 

Low: The "low" profile permits withholding if there is no public interest in the 
document, and it would be an administrative burden to process the request. This 
applies to records that are of a "housekeeping" nature such as regulations on 
parking, sick leave, or hours of work. DoD 5400.7-R states that DoD shall not use 
the low profile. Examples include: 

• Rules for personnel's use of parking facilities or regulation of lunch hours; 
statement of policy for sick leave. 

• Administrative data such as file numbers, mail routing stamps, initials, 
data processing notations, and references to previous communications. 

Information specifically exempted by statute or where the statute establishes 
particular criteria for withholding. The language of the statute must clearly state 
that the information will not be disclosed; therefore, there is no discretion. 
Examples of such statutes are: 

• Patent Secrecy, 35 U.S.C. 181-188: records containing information on 
inventions subject of patent applications on which Patent Secrecy Orders 
have been issued. 

• Protection of Contractor Submitted Proposals, 10 U.S.C. 2305(g). 
• Procurement Integrity, 41 U.S.C. 423. 
• Restricted Data and Formerly Restricted Data, 42 U.S.C. 2162 (Atomic 

Energy Act of 1954, as amended). 
• Communication Intelligence, 18 U.S.C. 798. 
• Authority to Withhold from Public Disclosure Certain Technical Data, 10 

U.S.C. 130 and DoDD 5230.25. 
• Confidentiality of Medical Quality Assurance Records: Qualified Immu- 

nity for Participants, 10 U.S.C. 1102(f). 
• Physical Protection of Special Nuclear Material: Limitation on Dissemi- 

nation of Unclassified Information, 10 U.S.C. 128. 
• Debriefing of Returning Missing Persons, 10 U.S.C. 1506(f). 
• Protection of Intelligence Sources and Methods, 50 U.S.C. 403-3 (c)(6). 
• Organizational and Personnel Information for DIA, NRO, and NIMA: 

unclassified "Foreign Government Information" that a foreign govern- 
ment determines not releasable to the public, 10 U.S.C. 424. 

Defense Authorization Act, FY2002: authority to withhold personal identifying 
information regarding personnel in overseas, sensitive, or routinely deployable 
units, 10 U.S.C. 130(b). 

Information such as trade secrets or commercial or financial information received 
from a person or organization outside the Government on a privileged or confi- 
dential basis when disclosure of the information is likely to cause competitive 
harm to the company, impair the Government's ability to obtain necessary 
information in the future, or impair some other legitimate Government interest. 

If information qualifies as Exemption 4, there is no discretion in its release. 
Examples include: 

•     Commercial or financial information received in confidence in connec- 
tion with loans, bids, contracts, or proposals, as well as trade secrets, 
inventions, discoveries, or other proprietary data. (Information may be 
withheld under Exemption 3 if 10 U.S.C. 2305(g) and 41 U.S.C. 423 
conditions are met.) 
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Statistical data and commercial or financial information concerning 
contract performance, income, profits, losses, and expenditures. 
Confidential personal statements given in the course of inspections, 
investigations, or audits when these reveal trade secrets or commercial or 
financial information considered confidential or privileged. 
Financial data provided in confidence by a private employer in connec- 
tion with locality wage surveys used to fix and adjust pay schedules 
applicable to prevailing wage rates of DoD employees. 
Scientific and manufacturing processes or developments concerning 
technical data submitted with the application for a research grant or with 
a report while research is in progress. 
Technical or scientific data developed by a contractor or subcontractor at 
private expense, or in part with federal funds, when the contractor or 
subcontractor has retained legitimate proprietary interests in the data in 
accordance with 10 U.S.C. 2320-2321 and DoD DFARS, Chapter 2 of 48 
CFR Subpart 227.71 - 227.72. (Technical data developed using federal 
funds may be withheld under Exempfion 3 if it meets 10 U.S.C. 130 and 
DoDD 5230.25.) 
Computer software copyrighted under the Copyright Act of 1976 (17 
U.S.C. 106), disclosure of which would have adverse impact on market 
value of copyrighted work. 
Proprietary information submitted on a voluntary basis. (See DoD 
5400.7-R, Chapter 5, Subsections 5.2.8.2 and 5.2.8.3 for guidance 
concerning data submitted under criteria prescribed in executive orders, 
statutes, regulations, invitations for bid, etc.) 

(b) 5 Inter- and intra-agency memoranda or other internal documents that are both 
deliberative in nature-containing subjective evaluations, opinions, internal advice, 
and recommendations-and are also part of a decision-making process. 

This exemption concerns documents that would normally be considered "privi- 
leged" or protected from release during the discovery process of a civil lawsuit 
when litigants obtain information from one another. Consult with legal counsel to 
determine whether the record in question would routinely be made available 
through discovery. This type of information is in contrast to factual matters that 
may be the basis on which an evaluation or advice is provided. Such facts may 
also be withheld if they are not severable or if protected by other exemptions. 

Exemption 5 is entirely discretionary. Examples of documents that would ordi- 
narily be exempt under it include: 

• Portions of staff papers and reports that contain such nonfactual material 
as opinions, advice, recommendations, or evaluations developed by DoD 
staff, contractors, or consultants or by bodies such as task forces, 
commissions, and panels. 

• Portions of official reports from inspections, audits, or investigafions of 
safety, security, or management operations of DoD components when 
those records have historically been freated by the courts as privileged 
against disclosure in the discovery process. 

• Information pertaining to attorney work product, or attorney-client 
privilege. 

FOIA and 
Privacy Act 
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(b)6 

(b)7 

Planning, program, and budgetary information being used in the defense 
planning and resource allocation process. 
Proposed plans to procure, lease, otherwise acquire or dispose of material, 
real estate, facilities, or functions or other speculative and tentative 
information that, if released, would give unfair competitive advantage to 
private interests or would impede government functions. 
Trade secrets or other confidential R&D or commercial information 
owned by the Government when premature release would affect the 
Government's commercial interests or ability to negotiate. 

Personal information contained in a Privacy Act system of records (including 
personnel and medical files) that, if disclosed to a requester other than the person 
whom the information is about, would result in a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and could subject the releaser to civil and criminal penalties. The 
information must be identifiable to a specific individual and not freely available 
from sources other than the Federal Government (thus requiring FOIA action by 
third party requester). 

If information qualifies as subject to Exemption 6, there is no discretion in its 
release. Some examples of personal information are: 

• Personnel and medical files. 
• Files compiled to evaluate or adjudicate suitability of candidates for 

civilian employment or membership in the Armed Forces, or eligibility of 
individuals for security clearances or access to particularly sensitive 
information; names of references, prior employment unrelated to 
employee's occupation. 

• Reports and records pertaining to personnel matters in which administra- 
tive action, including disciplinaiy, may be taken; types of leave and 
reasons for leave; character of military discharge; promotion reconmien- 
dations. 

• Home addresses, telephone numbers, private e-mail, and military 
quarters' addresses, without the individual's consent for release. 

• Names, rank, and duty addresses, official titles, and pay information of 
military and civilian personnel assigned to units that are sensitive, 
routinely deployable, or stationed in foreign territories (can be an 
invasion of privacy; information may also be withheld under 
Exemption 3). 

Information that would be a clearly unwarranted invasion of the privacy of third 
parties (such as family members) identified in a personnel, medical, or similar 
record. 

Records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes; i.e., civil, 
criminal, or military law, including the implementation of Executive Orders or 
regulations issued pursuant to law. This exemption is the law enforcement counter- 
part to Exemption 6 and is discretionary with the exceptions of 5 U.S.C. Section 
552(b)(7)(C) and (F). Exemption 7 applies when compilation of records or 
information for law enforcement could result in the following: 

(A) Could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings. 
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(B) Would deprive a person of the right to a fair trial or impartial adjudication. 

(C) Could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy of a living person or surviving family members of the person identified in 
the record, (no discretion) 

(D) Disclose the identity of a confidential source or information furnished from a 
confidential source and obtained by a criminal law enforcement authority or by an 
agency conducting a national security intelligence investigation. 

(E) Disclose investigative techniques and procedures for law enforcement investi- 
gations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk 
circumvention of the law. 

(F) Could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 
individual, (no discretion) 

Examples of Exemption 7 information are: 

• Statements of witnesses and other material developed during an investiga- 
tion. 

• Materials prepared for litigation or adjudicative proceedings. 
• Identity of firms or individuals being investigated for alleged irregularities 

involving contracting with the DoD in absence of prior indictment or civil 
action filed against them by the U.S. Government. 

• Information obtained in confidence in the course of a criminal investiga- 
tion or national security intelligence investigation by a law enforcement 
agency or office within a DoD component. 

(b)8 Certain records related to the examination, operation, or condition reports prepared 
by, on behalf of, or for use by an agency for regulation or supervision of financial 
institutions. 

(b)9 Geological and geophysical information and data (including maps) concerning 
wells. 

FOIA and 
Privacy Act 

Privacy Act 

The Privacy Act also restricts the release of federal records that (1) contain personal information about 
U.S. citizens or permanently admitted aliens, and (2) are maintained in a Privacy Act system of records. 
Privacy Act records include such files as medical, employment, and credit histories and college 
transcripts. 

Unless a proposed release falls within a legal exception, the Privacy Act prohibits disclosure of these 
records without the prior written consent of the individual. There are criminal penalties for knowing 
and willfiil disclosure of records in violation of the Privacy Act. 

For more information on the Privacy Act and related DoD policies and procedures, see: 

• DoD Directive 5400.11, DoD Privacy Program 
• DoD Regulation 5400.11-R, DoD Privacy Program 
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Remember that the Privacy Act pertains only to records the federal government keeps on certain 
individuals (citizens and permanently admitted aliens) while FOIA covers all federal records. 

It is also important to distinguish federal records from other materials. Reference books, copies of 
openly published articles, and similar documents and files in DoD's possession may be defined as 
"nonrecords." Neither FOIA nor the Privacy Act apply to these materials. Before disclosing personal 
information, validate the identity of the requester to ensure there is a need to know. Use a Privacy Act 
cover sheet or similar protective cover when disseminating hard copy. 

Erase electronic copies of records that contain pereonal infonnation unless they can be stored properly. 
Dispose of hard copy in a way that prevents "inadvertent compromise. Disposal methods such as 
tearing, burning, melting, chemical decomposition, pulping, pulverizing, shredding, or mutilation are 
considered adequate if the personal data is rendered unrecognizable or beyond reconstruction" (Para- 
graph Cl.4.3.1. of DoD Regulation 5400.11-R). 

For guidance, see DoD Regulation 5400.11-R, or call your local Privacy Act manager. 

Marking FOIA/FOUO 

Unclassified information that would result in harm if disclosed and meets the FOIA exemption criteria 
must be marked "For Official Use Only" or FOUO. Personal information protected by the Privacy Act 
must also be marked FOUO. Documents are marked "For Official Use Only" at the bottom of the front 
cover, the title page, the first page, and outside of the back cover. 

Internal pages that contain FOUO information are marked "For Official Use Only" at the bottom. 

Transmittals that have FOUO attachments (and no classified attachments) are marked "For Official Use 
Only Attachment." 

If FOUO documents and material are transmitted outside the Department of Defense, they must have an 
expanded marking on the face so that non-DoD holders understand the status of the information. 
A statement similar to this one should be used: 

This document contains information 
EXEMPT FROM MANDATORY DISCLOSURE 
under the FOIA. 
Exemption(s) apply/applies. 
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DoD technical documents must be marked 
with a DoD Distribution Statement; therefore, 
you do not need to add a FOUO marking to 
the information. All DoD Distribution 
Statements except for "A" are a type of FOUO 
marking. 

FOUO should be used to protect information 
from disclosure when its release would harm 
DoD or harm other organizations and indi- 
viduals. Business proprietary financial data, 
code for export-controlled software, employee 
medical records, and foreign government 
documents are examples of information DoD 
receives with either an implicit or an explicit 
agreement that the information will be 
protected from disclosure. 

FOUO must not be used as a form of classifi- 
cation marking to protect a national security 
interest. Marking FOUO in classified docu- 
ments is covered in the section on Overall 
Classification and Portion Marking. 

■CLASSIFICATION- OF ThflS 
DOCUMENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

October 25. 2001 

Ms. Jane M. Doe 
Office of Safeguards and Security 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Gemiantown Rd 
Gennantown. MD 20874 

Dear Ms. Doe: 

Marking records at the time of creation gives notice of FOUO content and facilitates review 
when a record is requested under the FOIA. Records requested under the FOIA that do not 
carry such markings arc not assumedlo be releasahle. The information must be reviewed 
first to see whether it would require continued protection. 

Until July 18, 1949, FOUO was widely applied to all kinds of unclassified but sensitive 
government information not intended for public release. From then until October 23, 1951, 
it was a fourth classification level below Confidential. FOUO is similar to the Restricted 
level stilt used by many other countries. As a result, any FOUO-marked documents predating 
October 23, 1951, should be reviewed by an authorized derivative classifier prior to release 
to ensure they are not acmally classified. 

If FOUO documents and material are transmitted outside the Department of Defense, a 
statement must be applied to the face of the document that includes the exemption number(s). 
Additionally, the document face, title page, if any, outside back cover, and each interior 
page containing FOUO information should be marked "For Official Use Only"' at the bottom 
of the page in leHers cleariy distinguishable from the text. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 
FOUO Report, dated , subj.  

This documenl conliini infonnillon 
EXEMPT FROM MANDATORY DISCLOSURE 
nnder the FOIA.   EKcmpthtn (b)5 appliei. 

Joseph W. Smith 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

FOIA and 
Privacy Act 

FOUO information may be disseminated 
within DoD and between DoD and contractors ^^^ EXAMPLE at end of this section. 
as necessary to conduct official business. It may also be released to other government officials. 

For information on the release of FOUO to Congress or the General Accounting Office, see: 

' DoD Directive 5400.4, Provision of Information to Congress 
' DoD Directive 7650.1, General Accounting Office (GAO) and Comptroller General Access 

to Records 
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"CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 
DOCUMENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

October 25,2001 

Ms. Jane M. Doe 
Office of Safeguards and Security 
U.S. Department of Energy 
19901 Germantown Rd 
Germantown, MD 20874 

Dear Ms. Doe: 

Marking records at the time of creation gives notice of FOUO content and facilitates review 
when a record is requested under the FOIA. Records requested under the FOIA that do not 
carry such markings are not assumed to be releasable. The information must be reviewed 
first to see whether it would require continued protection. 

Until July 18,1949, FOUO was widely applied to all kinds of unclassified but sensitive 
government information not intended for public rele^e. From then until October 23,1951, 
it was a fourth classification level below Confidential. FOUO is similar to the Restricted 
level still used by many other countries. As a result, any FOUO-marked documente predating 
October 23,1951, should be reviewed by an authorized derivative classifier prior to release 
to ensure they are not actually classified. 

If FOUO documents and material are transmitted outside the Department of Defense, a 
statement must be applied to the face of the document that includes the exemption number(s). 
Additionally, the document face, title page, if any, outside back cover, and each interior 
page containing FOUO information should be marked "For Official Use Only" at the bottom 
of the page in letters clearly distinguishable from the text. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 
FOUO Report, dated , subj. 

Joseph W. Smith 

This document contains information 
EXEMPT FROM MANDATORY DISCLOSURE 
under the FOIA.  Exemption (b)5 applies. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Marking DoD Classified Documents 

Overall Classification and Portion Marking 

Portion Markings: Portion-mark segments of the document—^typically a paragraph—using the letters 
(TS) for Top Secret, (S) for Secret, (C) for Confidential, and (U) for Unclassified. The markings are 
placed immediately preceding the portion following a number, letter, or bullet. If a Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) exemption applies to unclassified information, the portion should be marked 
For Official Use Only (FOUO). Mark titles/subjects at the end of title or subject. 

UNCLASSIFIED 

Title (U) 

1. (U) This is paragraph 1 and contains 
unclassified infomiation. Therefore, this 
portion will be marked with the designation 
"U" in parentheses. 

2. (U) This is paragraph 2 and contains 
unclassified information. Therefore, this 
portion will be marked with the designation 
"U" in parentheses. 

UNCLASSIFIED 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

3- (U) This is paragraph 3 and contains 
unclassified information, 

4. (FOUO) Paragraph 4 contains 
information exempt from public release 
under the FOIA. It is marked "FOUO" in 
parentheses. 

5. (U) This is paragraph 5 and contains 
unclassified information. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

SECRET 

6. (U) This is paragraph 6. It is an 
unclassified paragraph and is therefore 
marked with a "U." If this paragraph is 
used to create another document, the 
infomiation taken from this paragraph 
would remain unclassified. 

7. (S) This is paragraph 7 and contains 
"Secret" information. This portion will be 
marked with the designation "S" in 
parentheses. The overall classification of 
this page is marked "Secret" because this 
paragraph contains Secret information, 
which is the highest level of classification 

SECRET 

SECRET 

(S) contained on the page. When a 
classified or unclassified paragraph is too 
long and must be carried over to another 
page, the classification MUST be carried 
forward as well. 

8. (U) This is paragraph 8 and contains 
only "Unclassified" information. This 
portion will be marked with the designation 
"U" in parentheses. 

SECRET 

When marking portions, you must include caveats or special handling notations (as applicable). See the 
section on Special Controls. 

Overall Classification: Mark each internal page with the overall classification or with the highest 
level of information on that page. 

Conspicuously mark the overall classification level at the top and bottom of the outside of the front 
cover, on the title page, on the first page of text, and on the outside of the back cover. 
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The following markings must be placed on classified documents: 

• Originator identification (name and address) 
• Date of document 
• Classification level 
• "Original" or "Derivative" classification information 
• Portion markings 
• Special markings/caveats 

Technical documents will require additional markings, such as: 

• DoD Distribution Statements 
• Export Control Warning 

Marking "Originally Classified'* Documents 

This is an example of a document that is originally classified under E.O. 12958, Section 1.5. The 
essential markings are: 

• Portion marking 
• Overall classification 
• "Classified by" line to include the identity, by name or personal identifier, and position of the 
original classifier 

• "Reason" for classification 
• "Declassify on" line, which indicates one of the following: 

(1) The date or event for declassification not to exceed 10 yeare from the date of the 
original classification. 

(2) The date that is 10 years from the date of the original classification. 
(3) An exemption from the 10-Year-Rule (See E.O. 12958, Section 1.6(d)). 

If the original classifier determines the information is exempt from declassification at 10 years, apply 
the letter "X" plus the name of the exemption category(ies), or the letter "X" plus the number that 
corresponds to that exemption category(ies). 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington. D.C. 

.li October 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DASD 

SUBJECT:   Original Classification (UJ 

1. (S) The original classification authority must be marked on the document. A 
"Classitied by" line should include the name or personal identifier of the 
classifier and title or position. If the identification of the originating agency is 
not apparent on the face of the document, place ii below the "Classified by" 
line, 

2. (U) Kach original classification decision shall state a reason for classifying. 
Classification may be applied only to information described in categories 
specified in Section 1.5 of Executive Order 12958, "Classified National 
Security Information." 

Classified by: Johns. Doe.0.«D(C3I) 
Reason: Military Plans, Foreign Rcla 
OR 
Rca-son: 1.5 (a) and (d) 
Dcclassity on: December 3 l.XXXX 

SECRET 

Classification Extensions 
See EXAMPLE 1 at end of section. Marking DoD 

Classified 
Documents 

Sometimes it is necessary to extend the duration of the classification. 

An original classification authority may 
extend the duration for successive periods; 
however, each period must not exceed 10 
years at a time. 

For records that are permanently valuable, 
multiple extensions must not exceed 25 years 
from the date of the information's origin. For 
example, if the classification duration of a 
document has been extended twice for 10 
years each time, the duration can only be 
extended for 5 more years, or the document 
could be re-reviewed. 

In marking a classification extension, revise 
the "Declassify on" line to include the new 
declassification instructions, the identity of the 
person authorizing the extension, and the date 
of the action. You should make reasonable 
attempts to notify all holders of the informa- 
tion of a classification extension. 

Here is an example of a properly marked 
classification extension. 

-CL,\SSIl-iCAT10N- (W Tl ILS 
D(X.-UMl-NTIS|-OK 

RXAMPLF. n.'RPOSFS ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington. D.C. 

31 December 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DASD(1&S) 

SUBJECT:   Classification Extensions (U) 

1. (U) An original clasiificalion authority may extend the duration of 
classification by following standards and procedures for classifying 
information. 

2. (S) Revise the "Declassify on" line to include the new declassification 
instructions, and the identity of the person authorizing the exlensitwi and the 
date of Ihc action. 

3. (U) Reasonable attempts should be made to notiiy all holders of a 
classification extension. 

Reason: 
Declassify on: 

John S. Doc 
OASD(C3l) 
1.5 (a) and (dj 
December 3 l.XXXX 

Classiric;ition etiended on 
Dec. 31. XXXX until Dec. 1,2010 
by Donald H. Rumsfeld. 
SECDEF 

_J 

See EXAMPLE 2 at end of section. 
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Classification by Compilation 

Certain items of information that are individually unclassified may become classified if the compiled 
information reveals an additional association or relationship that meets the standards for classification. 

If individual portions are classified at one level, but the compilation is a higher classification, mark 
each portion with its own classification, and mark the document and pages with the level of the compi- 
lation. An explanation of the classification by compilation is required either in the text or in the 
classifier information, as shown. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

■CiMSIFHr^TION" OF THIS 
DOCUSSHTISFOR 

EXAMPLE fnJRPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WasWsgtaii, D.C. 

Oc»bCT31,2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DASDflSS) 

SUSJECT:   Classification by Cainpitation iU) 

1. (U) Whim 2 doeuincRt CQEisistisgof mdiyidaaily unclassified ijems of infeonalion 
classified by csmpilafion. maik the everall classification conspicuously at the top and 
bottom of the face of the docuoient, each intcnial page, and oaKide of the back cover 
or page. An explanatiss of die basis for classification by compilation must be placed <S1 
die face of the document or included in the text, 

2. (U) If piinisfis, standifig alone, are Imelassified. but the document is classified by 
cempilation or association, maik the poitions "IT* and the document and pages with the 
classification of tfie csmpilation. ¥ou msst also add as explanation of the classification 
or the ciTeumstaaces involved ttith association, 

3. (U) If indisidiial poitisns are classified at one level, but the compilation is a higher 
classification, marl: each portisBi widi its own classification, and maA die document and 
pages with the classification of the compilation. 

4. lU) An ex|rfanation of the classification by compilation is required either in the document 
itself Of in the classifier instruction (see below). 

jE^n S, Doe 
Difeetor 

Attachment 

Classified by:     OASD{C3I) 
Reason: Cempilation of unclassified saining schedules for a 

specific contitigeney plan is CONFIDENTIAL 
Section I.SCa) 

Declassify on:    Angyst 31,2005 

CONFIDENTIAL 

See EXAMPLE 3 at end of section. 

Working Papers 

Classified working papers generated in preparation of a finished document are (1) dated when created; 
(2) marked with overall classification and with the annotation, "WORKING PAPER," and (3) de- 
stroyed when no longer needed. Working papere are marked in the same manner as a finished document 
at the same classification level when: (1) transmitted outside the facility, or (2) retained for more than 
180 days fi'om creation. Any caveat or special marking must be applied on the first page of the docu- 
ment. 

Destroy the drafts according to destruction procedures for classified material when they are no longer 
needed. Remember to destroy the electronic files for the drafts of computer-generated documents. 

Information Transmitted Electronically 

Information transmitted electronically, and retained as permanent records, must be marked as any other 
classified document with the following special provisions: 

1. The first item in the text must be the overall classification of the information. 
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2. For information printed by an automated system, overall classification and page markings 
may be applied by the system, provided they stand out conspicuously from the text. In older 
systems, this may be achieved by surrounding the markings with asterisks or other symbols. 

3. Properly completed "Classified by" and "Reason" lines or "Derived from" line, 
declassification instructions, and downgrading instructions (when appropriate) must be 
included in the last line. Declassification and downgrading insfructions shall not be used for 
information containing Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data. 

4. The following abbreviations may be used: 

- "CLASS" for "Classified by" 
- "RSN" for Reason (only necessary for originally classified information) 
- "DECL" for "Declassify by" 
- "DERV" for "Derived from" 
- "DNG" for "Downgrade to" 

Marking "Derivatively Classified" Documents 

Derivative classification is a process of incorporating, paraphrasing, restating, or generating in new 
form information that is already classified, and marking the newly developed material consistent with 
the markings of the source information. The source information ordinarily consists of a classified 
document or documents, or a classification guide issued by an original classification authority. 

Derivatively Classifying from a Source Document 

When using a classified source document as the basis for derivative classification, the markings on the 
source document determine the markings to be applied to the derivative document. 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

Here are a properly marked source document and a properly marked derivative document. 

SECRET EXA.MPJJ- ia,IU>OSI£S ONLY 

OFFICF. OF ADMINISTRATION 
Wishlni^tan. D.C. 

Novc 

MEMOR.\NDUM FOR: 

FROM:         David Smith, Chief 
Divisitm 5 

SURIF.CT:   Funding Problems (U) 

1. (U) The infomulion in this paragraph is unclassified. The 
wilh a "U" in parentheses. 

2. (S) This paragraph contains -Secret" infiwrnaliim and is r 
parentheses. 

3. (C) This paragraph includes information lliai is "Confide 
with a "C" in parentheses. 

Classified by:           David Smith. Chief, Division 5 

Reason:                    1.5(a) and (d) 
[>eclassil\' on:          Oeccmber 3!, 2im 

SECRET 

TOhcrl.2(X)t 

ponion is maiked 

narked with an "S" in 

liaP and is niaiked 

SECRET Ixx.■DMK^frfs^OH 
tXAMl^t fLRIOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF ADMIMSTRATIO" 
Washington. D.C. 

Dec 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM:        Susan Goode, Director 

SUBJECT:   Recommendations for Resolving Funding Pr 

1. (S) This paragraph contains "Secret" informalion taken 
source document. The portion is marked with an "S" in 

2. (U) The infonnation in this paragraph is unclassified. T 
with a "U" in parentheses. 

3. (U) The informalion in this paragraph is unclassified. T 
wilh a •■IT in parentheses. 

Derived from:         Memorandum dated i i/l/Ol 
Subj: Funding Problems (U) 

Declassify on:         December 31, 2006 

SECRET 

ember 3,2001 

>blems (U) 

from paragraph 2 of the 
arentheses. 

he portion is marked 

le ponion is marked —I 

See EXAMPLE 4 at end of section. See EXAMPLE 5 at end of section. 
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Derivatively Classifying from a Classification Guide 

A classification guide is a document issued by an original classification authority that provides deriva- 
tive classification instructions. It describes the elements of information that must be protected and the 
level and duration of classification. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

^^ EJO^R-E PURPOSE ONL¥ 

^^^^y        OFFICE OF THE SECSETASY OF DEFENSE 
WashiagfSii, D£, 

October 22,2IM?1 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DASDfl&S) 

SUBJECT:   Dcrivativety Clsssi^mg from a Classtfii^riois Quids (U) 

(C) Tliis para^^ph isetatks tafennarisis sboul fechslcsl srape. 

(U) Hiis paa^ph kcludK infsm^sn on pn^rain plsnnmg. 

(U) This parsgrsph mclu^s tafotnatioo sm pro^sm pisgress. 

Classification Guide No, 128 

Subject                              Classification Instnictions 
Level       Reason      Duration 

1. Pto^am Planning           U 

2. Program Planning           U 
3. Technical Scope 

ofA.B.c.                c       1.3(a)      msms Dcriv^fesra:   SclyClaKGiii^#!28 
Ifeted: 11/1/95 

4. VukieraWIity                  S           1,J(^            X3 Declassify tBi: J^l 15,2005 

3. Limitations                   U 
^f»»!sr*s»c*m t ¥ 

See EXAMPLE 6 at end of section. 

Multiple Sources 

If the classification of a document was derived from more than one source, the words "Multiple 
Sources" may be used to complete the "Derived from" line. When multiple sources are used, the 
identification of each source shall be maintained with the record copy of the document. 

Mark the "Declassify on" line with the declassificafion instruction from the source document that 
requires the longest period of classification. 

When the "Declassify on" line of the source docimient is 
marked Originating Agency's Determination Required 
(OADR), mark the "Declassify on" line of the 
derivative document to indicate: 

a. The fact that the source 
document is marked "OADR" 

b. The date of origin of the source document 

This marking will permit the determination of 
when classified infoimation is 25 years old and, if 
permanently valuable, subject to automatic declassifi- 
cation under E.O. 12958, Section 3.4. 
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OADR applies to documents classified before October 14, 1995. For example purposes, the OADR 
document is the more restrictive of the two sources (requiring longer classification). For more informa- 
tion on multiple sources and OADR, see DoD 5200.1-R, Ch. 5, Section 2. 

Special Controls - SAP, Intel/DCID, FGI, RD/FRD 

Special markings or caveats are placed on documents to identify special handling or dissemination 
requirements or to assist in describing the type of information and who distributed or originated the 
information. 

Special Access Program (SAP) Documents 

SAP Nicknames and Code Words 

SAPs use nicknames and code words for control of dissemination and "need-to-know." Nicknames and 
code words are assigned to the program when the SAP is approved. Nicknames are designated by two 
unassociated words, which are unclassified by themselves (e.g., TWISTED FEATHER). A code word is 
a single word with a classified meaning. 

All marking provisions previously described apply to SAPs. Additional markings include: the use of 
special distribution notices such as "Special Access Required" (SAR), and/or an assigned program 
nickname(s) or code word(s). To differentiate a nickname fi-om a code word, remember that: 

 I 
A nickname is a combination of two unassociated and unclassified words. 
Nicknames are normally typed in ALL CAPS. 
A code word is a single word assigned a classified meaning by appropriate authority. 
The code word is classified Confidential or higher. 
All nicknames and code words are issued through the DoD components 
(usually SAP channels) and strictly controlled. 

A SAP digraph or trigraph is a two or three 
letter designator given to each SAP. In this 
example, "TF" represents the nickname 
"TWISTED FEATHER." 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

This example shows common markings for a 
SAP document. Highest classification and 
program nickname are conspicuously placed 
at the top and bottom. Portion markings in 
SAP documents should show the highest 
classification within the paragraph followed 
by the SAP digraph. 

See DoD 5200.1-PH and the SAP Security 
Procedure Guide for additional instructions. 

TOP SECRET/TWISTED FEATHER (U) 

•CLASSIFICATJON- OF THIS 
DOCUhfENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

October 1,2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: SPECIALACCESS PROGRAM CENTRALOFFICES 

SUBJECT:   Identification and Marking of SAP Documents (U) 

1. (U) This paragraph contains "Unclassified" information. 

2. (C) This paragraph contains non-SAP national security information. 

3. (TS/TF) This paragraph contains TOP SECRET information related to the special access 
pro^^m TWISTED FEATHER (U).  The portion marking includes a digraph of the 
unclassified nickname following classification level. 

John S. Doe 
Director, Special Programs 

Classified by: 
Reason: 
Declassify on: 

TF Program Manager 
1.5(a) and (d) 
December 31, 2004 

TOP SECRETyTWiSTED FEATHER (U) 

_J 

See EXAMPLE 7 at end of section. 
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Intelligence Information/DCID 6/6 

Additional security controls and markings are established for intelligence information. The Director of 
Central Intelligence Directive (DCID) 6/6, "Security Controls on the Dissemination of Intelligence 
Information," establishes policies, controls and procedures for the dissemination and use of intelligence 
infoimation and applies to classifiers of intelligence information. DCID 6/6, dated My 11,2001, was 
administratively updated on June 6,2003. The entire document is classified SECRET/NOFORN/Xl 
because of the attachments. The bulk of the individual pages are marked UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO. A 
statement on the first page reads, "Downgrade to UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO when separated irom 
classified attachment." 

A NOFORN marking indicates "Not Releasable to Foreign Nationals." The information contained in 
the document may not be provided in any form to foreign governments, international oigani^tions, 
coalition partners, foreign nationals, or immigrant aliens witfiout originator approval. NOFORN is an 
intelligence community marking. 

An ORCON marking indicates "Dissemination and Extraction of Information Controlled by Origina- 
tor." Reproduction, extraction of information, or redistribution of such documents require the permis- 
sion of the originator. ORCON is an intelligence community marking. 

Conspicuously mark top and bottom of document with abbreviated caveats following the classification 
level, m shown in the example. 

SECRET/NF/OC 

OFFICE OF THE SEC^iTABY OF DEFENSE 
W*<*iBgws, B.C. 

Mm:h 6,2002 

MEMORANDUM KJS: DmECTOS. OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION 

SUWECTi  Seci^J DscHmesif CsHstaiffing h igesM liifomiatscm ^U) 

K tV} This paiagr^ comasfss asKbssified lofcwssatios; rtierefcsrc, it is maAed 
wiA the desjpiation "V" m ^renthraes. 

2. (U) This ^^f2graf^ is onclsssified. 

3. (C) This is paiapaph e^Kilsiiis *i;r*wifi(l«3liar infomssiion; thcrcfofe. ii is 
m^ed wiih Ae desi^aliofi "C" in pafetsrtse.ws. 

4. ^S-^iF) "N'st SeJ^saMe To Fssci^ NatiwHrfs" CN<:^ORfJ) TtmMn$ iisdieass 
Iha! tfse mfimmti&i tsifsSlmal in fe docwrsGiit tsay not be [sovidt-d in siiy ftsiii 
so ft^l^ ^H^ttffienis, istematisma) wgsmTMkim. ecssliiijHs pastfief^ fewei^ 
iBiiofsls. Of imiTwpKst aliois withoyt taiginaKir a^^>vai. NOFORN h an 
!BaMig«s« coiTimanity making. S« DCID fe% for additional guidaiiM, 

5. <C^X;) "Disseisinatiofs sisd Tjnusetstm of inforaiatioB Controllrf hy 
Oigisaior" {OECX)N> mEricisg indicates ihat Ae dtxaimcm beting rtie maffeJBg 
is c<mtRs1led by the originaKw.  ReprodsictiK!. csIrKtioR of tafetsaiiors. CB' 
redisaiburion of ^ch sloeani^ite resjaifcs persnissisn of the origisatsff, 
ORCON is Kt isleiligesra ctsinmiiTsity mmkmg.. 

Juhn T- iststs 
DircctM 

DcmcS fram:    Multiple S^N:W 
Declassify sa:    Se^emfe« 30, lOm 

SECRET/NF/OC 

See EXAMPLE 8 at end of section. 

Foreign Government Information (FGI) 

The U.S. Government gives protection to information provided by foreign governments. Care must be 
taken in identifying the source of the information. 
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Mark the portions that contain the foreign government information to indicate the country of origin and 
the classification level. Substitute the words "Foreign Government Information" or "FGI" where the 
identity of the specific government must be concealed. The identity of the concealed foreign source in 
this example is maintained with the record copy and adequately protected. 

Mark documents containing classified foreign government information with: 
"This document contains (country of origin) Information." 
Routine correspondence, such as this memorandum, does not require this statement. 

UK/SECRET 

■CLASSIFICATION- OF THIS 
DOCUMENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLV 

OFFICE OFTHE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

February 21,2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DEPSECDEF 

SUBJECT:   Foreign Government Infonnation (U) 

1. (U) The U.S. Government gives protection to information provided by foreign 
governments. Care must be taken to identify the source of the information. 

2. (FGI-C) Mark portions that contain foreign government information to indicate the 
classification level and country of origin of the information. Substitute the words 
"Foreign Government Information" or "FGI" where the identity of the specific government 
must be concealed. The identity of the concealed foreign source in this example must 
be maintained with the record copy and adequately protected. [When the identity of the 
country must be concealed, substitute "Fweign Government Information (FGI)" for the 
name of the specific country and note the country in the record copy of the document.] 

3. (UK-S) Mark portions that contain the foreign government information to indicate the 
classification level and country of origin of the information. The "Derived from" line 
should cite title of the document provided. Declassification date, event, or exemption 
category is carried forward, if known. 

Derived from:     FGI Source Document, dated _ 
UK Source Document, August 23,2001 

Declassify on:     X5, FGI 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

See EXAMPLE 9 at end of section. 

Atomic Energy Act Information 

Restricted Data/Formerly Restricted Data Documents Containing Critical Nuclear 
Weapon Design Information (CNWDI) 

E.O. 12958 does not apply to Restricted Data (RD) or Formerly Restricted Data (FRD). This example 
shows how to integrate RD and FRD into a DoD-generated document. The Department of Defense does 
not originate RD or FRD; therefore, documents should reflect only a "Derived from" byline. This 
example shows a Joint DoD and DOE classification guide published by the Department of Energy 
(DOE). 

Mark classification level and category at the top and bottom of document. Also, mark a warning notice 
for RD or FRD at lower right. RD is the more restrictive (highest). 

If the document contains CNWDI material, this must be clearly marked, "Critical Nuclear Weapon 
Design Information-DoD Directive 5210.2 applies." At a minimum, CNWDI documents shall show 
such markings on the cover or first page. An (N) following the classification denotes that the classified 
material is additionally identified as CNWDI; for example, TS(RD)(N) or TS(RD)(CNWDI). Although 
portion marking is not required for RD and FRD, DoD's practice is to portion-mark Atomic Energy Act 
Information. For additional guidance, see your security officer. 
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OFRCE OF THE AJSISTANT SECgRTASY OF BEFENSE 
WaiWsgtim, B.C. 

Ofilohef.lU2TOI 

MEMORANIUmi FOH: DEI^ErUEF 

SUBJECT:   Au.mk Energy Act of \K4 (V) 

"RfStrii:lE*l OaCs" or ''FiK!:56rrly Rcsiricii.^ Daia" as dcflrK^ by (he Airaiik 
Energy Aei of 1954 shmM be narked wiih ctasjsficaiioR k-vcl foHswirf by rtis; 
taa^sy markiog (SD or FRD), 

a. IS-FRO> This paragraiAeontsinsSscrciFornisrlyRcsirieisd Data «sSy, 

b. iS'ROKNi Thh paragraph coiiraimSccrslKcsiridcsi Data and Criiical 
NMciiar Weapon l>es!gn IrsfonnalicMi ^CNWS>i) m SN),   Ponicm 
iisaAmg fi^ ihfc jraragraph iiiciudes k-vcl and cafq^ry of wsfomialiooi. 
pfoss'isccdloknow'iJiiiiii^atiwiieffN), 

2, <U( Special warning fi««ic«afi;app!ied at lower right !Hi the faKiif (he 
d*5cyB5cniioa!«i!hesi'asloihEp^senEeorRDand^iirFRD. Ua^^umsnt 
(wntain-t boih caiepsrie'i. only ihe mere reislricri>s WD 'naming m^ice is 
affi^eJ.   The C'NWDI niSiee is alw! included on the disctymen! fai.-c. 

3, (U i Thcss are mi ^dmxiflciitmn instruaions for RD and F'RO tnfonnaiiOB, 
C'lassifsK inftwniaiicsn at lower kft rellests a "Dcrsved fiam" by!ine (miy. 

Jtaeph W. Sfnilh 
OASO(C3l> 

Aitiwhnyrni 
Deri>^from:f0-W-5,O4;!. 16, i99S 

i identify the Classifier! 

SECRET 
Restricted Data 

-a-«SlFE:AlK!S~ m UBS 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETA8V OF DEFENSE 
W^hlngfeii, D.C. 

Marking RD or FRD Documents (U) 

OcJeh«r51.2M2 

R^trieted Dmii 
SECRET 

Crltlesl Nuelesr W«apeo IHslgn Infsrmatleii                                                | 
DoD Bim:rtv8 SI©.2 applies                                                           j 

fc^ved («m: CG-W-S, Oct. IS, IMS 
<i4eart^fteC!»rifBrJ 

Restricted Dsts 

HESTRtTT^BR^T*                              i 
"flat AsiHWrm !i^t<aiK^ P.ePskied             [ 

ACIofiOil.EBMfllkJ                                        s 

SECRET 

See EXAMPLE 10 at end of section. See EXAMPLE II at end of section. 

Marking Letters of Transmittal 

Conspicuously mark an unclassified transmittal document with the highest classification level of the 
information transmitted by it. Include instructions for handling when separated from classified enclo- 
sures, as shown here. 

-Cl JSSS^W*TK:«-OF THIS 

O^iCE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WtslliligtOB, ».C. 

March 27,2002 

MEMORANIM.M W>R: DASDd&S) 

SUBJECT:  Uitdassified LsBers afTransnitttal 

t.   iiifamistmn in iransitshial tetters is maikeS on the basis of contsM, 
Fretjaently, ujiclassifiaJ iraiSHniltal It^ra have classified aJtaehments. The 
ovaatt marking cm the transmilial letter mast feflect tl^ ht^!«t classifieaticm 
of i!s aitachmems. 

2.   Csmspicusasly mark an ynclassified sansmiita! document with rtic h^est 
classllkstJeii le^l t^aav litfemtaMofi tmosBthte^ hy ft. Also mark the 
tiaistnittal docomrat with an iiisifuction indicaSing thai the letter becisnes 
snclassifiKl when scfsratKl ftrnn classified atsschments or enclosures, as 
^^vm here. 

Jc^^h W. Smith 
OASD(C3l) 

1. &a^C3I mono.daiEsS November 2?,2WH.ssdy._ 
2. Memo daiis^ , sobj-^ , 

Usclsssl^ed wfa»i Hpai^ted ff^is classified eeclssiii^s 

SECRET 

See EXAMPLE 12 at end of section. 
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If the transmittal document itself contains 
classified information: 

Conspicuously mark the top and bottom of the 
transmittal document with the highest 
classification level of any information 
contained in the document or its enclosures; 
include instructions for handling when 
separated fi'om its enclosures, as shown here. 

Unclassified attachment: 

If a classified document contains an unclassi- 
fied attachment (enclosure, annex, etc.), mark 
the attachment "UNCLASSIFIED" at the top 
and bottom of the first page and include a 
statement on the first page that reads "All 
portions of this (attachment, enclosure, 
appendix, annex, etc.) are Unclassified." 

•CLASSIFICATION' OF THIS 
DOCUMENTISFOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DEPSECDEF 

SUBJECT:   Leners of Transmittal with Classified Information (U) 

1. (U) Ifthe transmittal document itself contains classified infonnation, mark it as required 
for all other classified infonnation, except: 

a. (U) Conspicuously mark the top and bottom of the transmittal document with the 
highest classification level of any information contained in the transmittal 
document or its enclosures. 

b, (C) Mark the transmittal document with an appropriate instruction indicating its 
overall classification level when separated from its enclosures as shown in this 
example. 

2. (U) The "Derived from" line reflects the decision applied to the transmittal letter. Project 
XYZ requires the paragraph above to be Confidential. 

3. (U) In this example, the Attachment is classified at the Secret level. Therefore, the 
overall classification of this particular transmittal letter is marked "SECRET." 

Jane P. Brown 
OASD (C3I) 

Attachment 
Secret memo dtd , subj. _ 

Derived from:   Project XYZ 
Declassify on:   December 31, 2006 

Downgrade to Confidential when separated from Secret enclosure 

See EXAMPLE 13 at end of section. 

Marking "Other Than" Documents 

 i 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

Blueprints, engineering drawings, charts, maps, disks, CDs, and similar items must be conspicuously 
marked with an overall classification. The classification marking must be visible if an item is rolled or 
folded. 

The example below shows a bar chart in a 
Secret document. Note the chart is portion- 
marked. 

For "stand-alone" (single-page) documents, 
other basic markings apply. The media, chart, 
drawing or equipment, whatever form the 
information takes, must show the title, 
origination date, classification byline, declas- 
sification instructions, and portion markings. 
For DoD technical documents, appropriate 
distribution instructions are also required. 

Slides and transparencies must have the 
overall classification and special control 
notices marked on the image area and also on 
the border, holder, or frame. Other required 
security markings are either placed on the 
item, lead slide, or included in accompanying 
documents. 

Removable storage media include reels, 
diskettes, disk packs, CD-ROMs, optical 
disks, and magnetic cards. 

WX'UMIE!^ IS FOR 
FJtAMPLr Pl.TtPOSFS ONLY 

Memo Output as a Function of Coffee 
Input: Data for a Representative 

Sample of DoD Employees during 
June 2001 (n = 200) (U) 

E 1 • E 
«. (0 
0 o a 

_j 
0-500   500-    999-   1500- 2000- >2500 

999    1499   1999   2499 

Employee Coffee Input (ml/day) 

See EXAMPLE 14 at end of section. 
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Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

^^^^^^^J 

^^^^^^^B 

Diskettes containing classified word processing files and documents do not need to be marked with 
classifier information if each file on the disk has its own declassification instructions. Otherwise, the 
required classifier information must be marked on the outside of the diskette or placed on documenta- 
tion kept with the disk or diskette. 

When marking computer disks, use standard labels for all levels of classification. The label must show 
the highest level of classification contained on the disk. The SF labels prescribed for removable storage 
media may also be used for the marking of classified CDs and their cases. Classification must be 
conspicuously marked on the CD and its case, along with the DoD Distribution Statement, if applicable. 

Standard Label Classification Level 

SF706 Top Secret 

SF707 Secret 

SF708 Confidential 

SF709 Classified 

SF710 Unclassified 

SF711 Data Descriptor 

SF712 Classified Sensitive 
Compartmented Information (SCI) 

For additional guidance, see DoD 5200.1 -R, Chapter 5, Section 4, Marking Special Types of Materials, 
and DoD 5200.1-PH, Marking Information "Other Than" Documents. 

The following example shows how to mark a classified diskette on which each file has its own declassi- 
fication instructions. A DoD Distribution Statement is included. See the section on Placement of DoD 
Distribution Statements for further details. 

Distribution Statement C 

Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies and 
their contractors only; software documentation; April 22, 

1998. Other requests for this document shall be referred to the 
Director, U.S. Army Research Laboratory, Adelphi, MD. 

Classification Level 
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Example 1 

SECRET 
"CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 

DOCUMENT IS FOR 
EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

31 October 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DASD 

SUBJECT:   Original Classification (U) 

1. (S) The original classification authority must be marked on the document. A 
"Classified by" line should include the name or personal identifier of the 
classifier and title or position. If the identification of the originating agency is 
not apparent on the face of the document, place it below the "Classified by" 
line. 

2. (U) Each original classification decision shall state a reason for classifying. 
Classification may be applied only to information described in categories 
specified in Section 1.5 of Executive Order 12958, "Classified National 
Security Information." 

Classified by: John S. Doe, OASD (C3I) 
Reason: Military Plans, Foreign Relations 
OR 
Reason: 1.5 (a) and (d) 
Declassify on: December 31, XXXX 

SECRET 

 I 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 
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Example 2 

 ( 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

 ( 

 1 

SECRET 
"CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 

DOCUMENT IS FOR 
EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

31 December 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DASD(I&S) 

SUBJECT:   Classification Extensions (U) 

1. (U) An original classification authority may extend the duration of 
classification by following standards and procedures for classifying 
information. 

2. (S) Revise the "Declassify on" line to include the new declassificatlon 
instructions, and the identity of the person authorizing the extension and the 
date of the action. 

3. (U) Reasonable attempts should be made to notify all holders of a 
classification extension. 

Classified by: 

Reason: 
Declassify on: 

John S. Doe 
OASD (C3I) 
1.5 (a) and (d) 
Docomber31.XXXX 

Classiflcation extended on 
Dec. 31, XXXX until Dec. 1,2010 
by Donald H. Rumsfeld, 
SECDEF 

SECRET 
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Example 3 

CONFIDENTIAL "CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 
DOCUMENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

October 31, 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DASD (I&S) 

SUBJECT:   Classification by Compilation (U) 

1. (U) When a document consisting of individually unclassified items of information 
classified by compilation, mark the overall classification conspicuously at the top and 
bottom of the face of the document, each internal page, and outside of the back cover 
or page. An explanation of the basis for classification by compilation must be placed on 
the face of the document or included in the text. 

2. (U) If portions, standing alone, are unclassified, but the document is classified by 
compilation or association, mark the portions "U" and the document and pages with the 
classification of the compilation. You must also add an explanation of the classification 
or the circumstances involved with association. 

3. (U) If individual portions are classified at one level, but the compilation is a higher 
classification, mark each portion with its own classification, and mark the document and 
pages with the classification of the compilation. 

4. (U) An explanation of the classification by compilation is required either in the document 
itself or in the classifier instruction (see below). 

John S. Doe 
Director 

Attachment 

Classified by: 
Reason: 

OASD (C3I) 
Compilation of unclassified training schedules for a 
specific contingency plan is CONFIDENTIAL 
Section 1.5(a) 

Declassify on:    August 31, 2005 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 
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Example 4 

 1 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

^^^^^^^^B 

^^^^^^^J 

SECRET 
"CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 

DOCUMENTISFOR 
EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION 
Washington, D.C, 

November 1,2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM:        David Smith, Chief 
Division 5 

SUBJECT:  Funding Problems (U) 

1. (U) The information in this paragraph is unclassified. The portion is marked 
with a "U" in parentheses. 

2. (S) This paragraph contains "Secret" information and is marked with an "S" in 
parentheses. 

3. (C) This paragraph includes information that is "Confidential" and is marked 
with a "C" in parentheses. 

Classified by:          David Smith, Chief, Division 5 
Office of Administration 

Reason:                  1.5(a) and (d) 
Declassify on:         December 31,2006 

SECRET 
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Example 5 

SECRET 
"CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 

DOCUMENT IS FOR 
EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION 
Washington, D.C. 

December 3, 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM:        Susan Goode, Director 

SUBJECT:   Recommendations for Resolving Funding Problems (U) 

1. (S) This paragraph contains "Secret" information taken from paragraph 2 of the 
source document. The portion is marked with an "S" in parentheses. 

2. (U) The information in this paragraph is unclassified. The portion is marked 
with a "U" in parentheses. 

3. (U) The information in this paragraph is unclassified. The portion is marked 
with a "U" in parentheses. 

Derived from: 

Declassiiy on: 

Memorandum dated 11/1/01 
Subj: Funding Problems (U) 
December 31,2006 

SECRET 

 I 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 
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Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

 1 

CONFIDENTIAL "CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 
DOCUMENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

October 22,2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DASD (I&S) 

SUBJECT:   Derivatively Classifying from a Classification Guide (U) 

(C) This paragraph includes information about technical scope. 

(U) This paragraph includes information on program planning. 

(U) This paragraph includes information on program progress. 

Derived from:   Scty Class Guide # 128 
Dated: 11/1/95 

Declassify on: April 15,2005 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Example 7 

TOP SECRET/TWISTED FEATHER (U) 

"CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 
DOCUMENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

October 1,2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: SPECIAL ACCESS PROGRAM CENTRAL OFFICES 

SUBJECT:   Identification and Marking of SAP Documents (U) 

1. (U) This paragraph contains "Unclassified" information. 

2. (C) This paragraph contains non-SAP national security information. 

3. (TS/TF) This paragraph contains TOP SECRET information related to the special access 
program TWISTED FEATHER (U).   The portion marking includes a digraph of the 
unclassified nickname following classification level. 

John S. Doe 
Director, Special Programs 

Classified by: TF Program Manager 
Reason: 1.5(a) and (d) 
Declassify on: December 31, 2004 

TOP SECRET/TWISTED FEATHER (U) 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 
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Example 8 

^^^^^^^^^ 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

 1 

SECRET/NF/OC 
"CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 

DOCUMENT IS FOR 
EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

March 6,2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION 

SUBJECT:  Secret Document Containing Intelligence Information (U) 

1. (U) This paragraph contains unclassified information; therefore, it is marked 
with the designation "U" in parentheses. 

2. (U) This paragraph is unclassified. 

3. (C) This is paragraph contains "Confidential" information; therefore, it is 
marked with the designation "C" in parentheses. 

4. (S-NF) "Not Releasable To Foreign Nationals" (NOFORN) marking indicates 
that the information contained in the document may not be provided in any form 
to foreign governments, international organizations, coalition partners, foreipi 
nationals, or immigrant aliens without originator approval. NOFORN is an 
intelligence community marking. See E>CID 6/6 for additional guidance. 

5. (C-OC)  "Dissemination and Extraction of Information Controlled by 
Originator" (ORCON) marking indicates that the document bearing the marking 
is controlled by the originator.  Reproduction, extraction of information, or 
redistribution of such documents requires permission of the originator. 
ORCON is an intelligence community marking. 

John T. Jones 
Director 

Derived from:    Muhiple Sources 
Declassify on:    September 30,2008 

SECRET/NF/OC 
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Example 9 

UK/SECRET "CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 
DOCUMENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

February 21, 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DEPSECDEF 

SUBJECT:   Foreign Government Information (U) 

1. (U) The U.S. Government gives protection to information provided by foreign 
governments. Care must be taken to identify the source of the information. 

2. (FGI-C) Mark portions that contain foreign government information to indicate the 
classification level and country of origin of the information. Substitute the words 
"Foreign Government Information" or "FGI" where the identity of the specific government 
must be concealed. The identity of the concealed foreign source in this example must 
be maintained with the record copy and adequately protected. [When the identity of the 
country must be concealed, substitute "Foreign Government Information (FGI)" for the 
name of the specific country and note the country in the record copy of the document.] 

3. (UK-S) Mark portions that contain the foreign government information to indicate the 
classification level and country of origin of the information. The "Derived from" line 
should cite title of the document provided. Declassification date, event, or exemption 
category is carried forward, if knovra. 

John S. Doe 
Director 

Derived from:     FGI Source Document, dated 

Declassify on: 
UK Source Document, August 23, 2001 
X5, FGI 

UK/SECRET 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 
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Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

 ( 

_J 

"CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 
DOCUMENTISFOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

Example 10 

SECRET 
Restricted Data 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

October 31,2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DEPSECDEF 

SUBJECT:  Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (U) 

1. (S-RD) This paragraph contains Secret Restricted Data.   Portions containing 
"Restricted Data" or "Formerly Restricted Data" as defined by the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954 should be marked with classification level followed by the 
category marking (RD or FRD). 

a. (S-FRD) This paragraph contains Secret Formerly Restricted Data only. 

b. (S-RD)(N) This paragraph contains Secret Restricted Data and Critical 
Nuclear Weapon Design Information (CNWDl) or (N).   Portion 
marking for this paragraph includes level and category of information, 
plus a "need to know" designation of (N). 

2. (U) Special warning notices are applied at lower right on the face of the 
document to alert the user to the presence of RD and/or FRD. If a document 
contains both categories, only the more restrictive RD warning notice is 
affixed.  The CNWDI notice is also included on the document face. 

3. (U) There are no declassification instructions for RD and FRD information. 
Classifier information at lower left reflects a "Derived from" byline only. 

Joseph W. Smith 
OASD(C3I) 

Attachment 
Derived from: CO-W-5, Oct. 16,1995 

(identify the Classifier) 

Restricted Daia 
SECRET 

RESTRICTED DATA 
This dscomeii! ssTitains Reslric^^ Data as 
defined by the Atomic Euer^' Act of 1954. 
Uuauthori/x'd disclosun; Is subject to 
admmisttative and critTiinsI sanctions, 

CNWDI 
Critical Nyclear We2|M>ri Design It^fofmaJion - 
DGD Wrective 5210.2 applies. 
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Example 11 

SECRET 
Restricted Data 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

"CLASSmCATION" OF THIS 
DOCUMENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

Marking RD or FRD Documents (U) 

October 31,2002 

Critical Nuclear Weapon Design Information 
DoD Directive 5210.2 applies 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 

Derived from: CG-W-5, Oct. 16,1995 
(identify the Classifier) 

Restricted Data 
SECRET 

RESTRICTED DATA 
This document contains Restricted 
Data as defined in the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954, as amended. 
Unauthorized disclosure is subject to 
administrative and criminal sanctions. 
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Example 12 

SECRET 
"CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 

DOCUMENT IS FOR 
EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

March 27,2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DASD (I&S) 

SUBJECT:   Unclassified Letters of Transmittal 

1. Information in transmittal letters is marked on the basis of content. 
Frequently, unclassified transmittal letters have classified attachments. The 
overall marking on the transmittal letter must reflect the highest classification 
of its attachments. 

2. Conspicuously mark an unclassified transmittal document with the highest 
classification level of any information transmitted by it Also mark the 
transmittal document with an instruction indicating that the letter becomes 
unclassified when separated Irom classified attachments or enclosures, as 
shown here. 

Joseph W. Smith 
OASD (C3I) 

Attachments 
1. Secret C3I memo, dated November 27,2001, subj._ 
2. Memo dated , subj.  

Unclassified when separated from classified enclosures 

SECRET 
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Example 13 

SECRET "CLASSIFICATION" OF THIS 
DOCUMENT IS FOR 

EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Washington, D.C. 

October 31,2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DEPSECDEF 

SUBJECT:   Letters of Transmittal with Classified Information (U) 

1. (U) If the transmittal document itself contains classified information, mark it as required 
for all other classified information, except: 

a. (U) Conspicuously mark the top and bottom of the transmittal document with the 
highest classification level of any information contained in the transmittal 
document or its enclosures. 

b. (C) Mark the transmittal document with an appropriate instruction indicating its 
overall classification level when separated from its enclosures as shown in this 
example. 

2. (U) The "Derived fi-om" line reflects the decision applied to the transmittal letter. Project 
XYZ requires the paragraph above to be Confidential. 

3. (U) In this example, the Attachment is classified at the Secret level. Therefore, the 
overall classification of this particular transmittal letter is marked "SECRET." 

Jane P. Brown 
OASD (C3I) 

Attachment 
Secret memo dtd _, subj. 

Derived from:   Project XYZ 
Declassify on:   December 31, 2006 

Downgrade to Confidential when separated from Secret enclosure 

SECRET 

Marking DoD 
Classified 

Documents 
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Example 14 
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SECRET 
"CLASSmCATlON" OF THIS 

DOCUMENTIS FOR 
EXAMPLE PURPOSES ONLY 

Memo Output as a Function of Coffee 
Input: Data for a Representative 

Sample of DoD Employees during 
June 2001 (n = 200) (U) 
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SECRET 
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Placement of DoD Distribution Statements 
Introduction 
Correct placement of the DoD Distribution Statement can vary, depending on the form of the technical 
document. Technical documents can come in many media formats: paper-based, electronic, or audio- 
visual. 

Paper •     Electronic 

Film •     Oral presentations 

Media Formats 
Microfilm/microfiche •     Audio/video tapes 

Viewgraphs •     Slides 

Computer diskettes •     CD ROM 

E-mail 

When reading this section of the guide, remember that any required markings such as classification 
markings or an Export Control Warning must be placed along with the DoD Distribution Statement. 
Special requirements for classified markings on electronic and audiovisual media are noted below. 

Paper Publications 
Place the DoD Distribution Statement on the front cover or title page at the bottom. 

Repon NO.VA214371K 0O-A002 

REAL-TIME NETWORK MANAGEMENT 

FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT 

July 1998 

Sponsored by 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

rro 
Issued by U.S. Army Aviadon and Missle Command 

Under Contract No. DAAH01-98-C-R040 

Distribution Statemjent F 

Further dissemination only as directed by the 
Chief of Naval Research, Arlington, VA 
22217;M^14,1997. 

Placement of 
DOD Distribution 

Statements 
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If the document doesn't have a cover or title page, place the DoD Distribution Statement on the bottom 
of the first page. 

Magnetic Data and Computer Media (cassettes, magnetic tapes, 
disks, diskettes, CDs) 

wJ 
Placement of 

DOD Distribution 
Statements 

Place the DoD Distribution Statement in 
three places: 

1. In the magnetic data content itself 
2. On the first and last pages of any hard 

copy printouts of the content 
3. On the outside of the container housing 

the magnetic data 

Distribution Statement C 

Distribution authorized to U.S. 
Government Agencies and their 

contractors; software documentation; 
April 22,1998. Other requests for this 

document shall be referred to the 
Director, U.S. Army Research 

Laboratory, Adelphi, MD. 

Distribution Statement X 

Distribtttkiii authoiked to ^ncies, indivMuab, and 
enteiprises authorized to Kceiro export-contioUed 
(kta; critical technobgy; June 9,1990. Other 
reqiKSts for this document shall be referred to the 
Chief Scientist, AnnstiongUboratory, U.S. Air 
Force, Brooks AFB, Texas 78235. 

WARNING -This document contains technical(kta 
whose e^ort is restrictedby the Anns E^^oirt 
Control Act (Titfe 22, U.S.C., Sec. 2751, et seq.) or 
the Export Admirdstratwn Act of 1979, m Mnewfed, 
Title 50 U.S,C., AR). 2401 et seq. Violations of 
ttose export kw^ are sAject to severe aimind 
pemKies. Disseminate in acconiance with tte 
pwjvBions of DcD Directive 52S).25. 

Distribution Statement F 

Further dissenuimtion oiiy as directed by tie 
Chief of Naval Research, 

ArMi^on,VA 22217; 
M^ 14,1997. 

Classification Level 
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Photographic Prints, Negatives, and Film Rolls 
Place the DoD Distribution Statement on both negatives and prints. If possible, put the statement on the 
face side of prints and reproductions. If this is not possible, place statements on the reverse side. 

Mark the film rolls (negatives and prints) at the beginning and end of the strips with the DoD Distribu- 
tion Statement. 

Distribution authorized to DoD and U.S.       j^ 
DoD contractors only; administrative/ ^ 
operational use; February 6, 1997. Other 
requests for this document shall be referred . 
to the Commander, U.S. Army Test and > 
Evaluation Command, Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, MD 21005. V 

BackOfFhoto 

Presentation Viewgraphs and Slides 
There are two acceptable ways to mark a presentation using viewgraphs or slides with a DoD Distribu- 
tion Statement: 

1. Use one viewgraph or slide: Put the DoD Distribution Statement on the same viewgraph or slide with 
the presentation title, or 

2. Use two viewgraphs or slides: Put the DoD Distribution Statement on the first viewgraph or slide, 
followed by the second viewgraph or slide with the presentation title. 

It is not necessary to put the DoD Distribution Statement on each viewgraph or slide, unless you 
remove one from the set. If the DoD Distribution Statement is only visible when projected, it must be 
placed on the viewgraph frame or holder itself 

Slides must have markings on the slide cover and on the actual image so that when the slide is dis- 
played on the screen, the classification is clearly identified. Put any other applicable markings (such as 
a DoD Disfribution Statement or Export Control Warning) on the lead slide. 

 ) 

Placement of 
DOD Distribution 
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Placement of 
DOD Distribution 

Statements 

DutdbuttoiStotstnuit E 

Dutnbvtion aotliorindto DoD ccmpoMnte onl^, 
direct milSaiysj^foit;My 1,1^. Otherrequests 
fisr tUs docunent shdbe tefiored to tiie Dinctcu; 
Seraor Techwbg^OfliK, Defeise Athfanced 
HesearchPiq^cts Apncy, Adii^on, ¥A 22203. 

WASNIHO -TMs dDCumeirt roji4«ins tahnkaldBta 
whow txpott s »strict«dbyfte Anm Bcport 
Conlrol Act (Tills 2, US.C, Sec. 2751, et. seq.) or 
tke Beport AdminklatbK of WW, as «menrie4 Title 
50US.C,AHp.2«l rt.ieq. ViilttioiB of these 
export k«vs an sdiject to severe cnmiM jMiialties. 
DissetnJMte intccot^sce with ptovisiom of DcD 
Dissc^m 523025. 

Rtport No. WHf TfRtM-AOB 

RIAHTME NETWORK MANAGEMENT 

HNAL TTCHNICAL REPOKT 

July 1^8 

Spotisoied by 

Defense Adiianced Research Projects Agew:y 
ITO 

Issued by US, Army Aviation and Missile 
Command Under 

ContractNo. DAAH01-9B-C-R040 

Microfiche 
Put the DoD Distribution Statement on the outside of the jacket containing the microfiche. 

Mark hard copies of the data contained in the microfiche with the DoD Distribution Statement, placing 
it on the firet and last pages of the printout and the first and last frames of the film. 

The headers for the microfiche must carry abbreviated versions of the statements. 
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Distiibatioii Slatemenl B 

Distribution autkjiEed to U.S. Government 
Agencies only; foreign gpvemment 
information; September 15,1995. Other 
requests for this document shall be referred to 
the Naval Sea Logistics Center, Nacv^ Sea 
Systems, Concord, CA 94510. 

SECRET SECRET 

(microfiche image) 

SECRET 

Audiovisual Productions 
Place the DoD Distribution Statement on the opening and closing frames of the production. 

All markings must be visible when projected. 

Mark all reels and cassettes with the statements. 
Placement of 

DOD Distribution 
Statements 

Distiibution Statement F 

Furtherdissenunationoiily as directedbythe 
Chief of Naval Research, Arlington, VA 
22217,M^14.1997. 

 X 
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Glossary 
Audience: The specific audience authorized by a DoD Distribution Statement to receive a technical 
document without further review or release decisions by the DoD Controlling Office. 

Automatic Declassification: The declassification of information based upon: (1) the occurrence of a 
specific date or event as determined by the original classification authority, or (2) the expiration of a 
maximum time frame for duration of classification established under E.O. 12958. 

Caveat: A marking designating special handling or control. 

Classification: The act or process by which information is determined to be classified information. 

Classification by Compilation: Individually unclassified items of information that may become 
classified if the compiled informafion reveals an additional association or relationship. The compilation 
must qualify for classification under an Executive Order. 

Classification Guidance: Any instruction or source that prescribes the classification of specific 
information. 

Classification Guide: A documentary form of classification guidance issued by an original classifica- 
tion authority that identifies the elements of information pertaining to a specific subject that must be 
classified, and establishes the level and duration of classification for each element. The guide is used to 
facilitate proper and uniform derivative classification of information. 

Classification Level: A designation assigned to specific elements of information based on the potential 
damage to national security if disclosed to unauthorized persons. The three classification levels in 
descending order of potential damage are Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential. 

Classifled by: Line: Identifies the original classification authority responsible for classifying the 
information. Identification is noted either by name or personal identifier that can be traced through 
secure channels. 

Classifier: An individual who makes a classification determination and/or applies a security classifica- 
tion to information or material. A classifier may be an original classificafion authority or a person who 
derivatively assigns a security classification based on a properly classified source or a classification 
guide. 

CNWDI: Critical Nuclear Weapon Design Information. A category of weapon data designating Top 
Secret Restricted Data or Secret Restricted Data revealing the theory of operation or design of the 
components of a thermo-nuclear or implosion-type fission bomb, warhead, demolition munition, or test 
device. Access to CNWDI is on a need-to-know basis. 

Classifier Information: Information placed on the face of a document at lower left that gives the 
classification authority, reason for classification (if "originally classified"), and declassification 
instructions (national security information only). 

Code Word: A code word is a single word assigned a classified meaning by appropriate authority to 
ensure proper security concerning intentions and to safeguard information pertaining to actual, real- 
world military plans or operations classified as CONFIDENTIAL or higher. 
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Commodity Control List (CCL): A section of the Commerce Department's Bureau of Export Admin- 
istration Regulations that lists specific technologies and the countries to which those technologies may 
or may not be exported, along with any special restrictions or exceptions that may apply. 

Confidential: A classification level that is applied to information, the unauthorized disclosure of which 
reasonably could be expected to cause damage to the national security. 

Controlling DoD Office: The DoD activity that sponsored the work that generated the technical data 
or received the technical data on behalf of the Department of Defense and, therefore, has the responsi- 
bility for determining the distribution of a document containing such technical data. For joint sponsor- 
ship, the controlling office is determined by advance agreement and may be either a party, group, or 
committee representing the interested activities or DoD Components. 

Damage to National Security: Harm to the national defense or foreign relations of the United States 
irom the unauthorized disclosure of information, to include the sensitivity, value, and utility of that 
information. 

Date of Determination: Date that the DoD Distribution Statement is assigned. 

Declassification: Authorized change in the status of information fi-om classified information to 
unclassified information. 

Declassify on: Line: The second line of classifier information for a derivative document and third line 
of classifier information for an "originally classified" document showing the length of time a document 
must remain classified, or the duration of classification. 

Derivative Classification: The act of incorporating, paraphrasing, restating, or generating in new form, 
information that is already classified, and marking the developed material consistent with the markings 
of the source information. 

Derived from: Line: The first line of classifier information placed on a derivative document giving the 
authority for the derivative classification, which may be an existing classified document (source 
document) or a classification guide. 

Document: Any physical medium in or on which information is recorded or stored, to include written 
or printed matter, audiovisual materials, and electromagnetic storage media. 

DoD Distribution Statement: A statement that denotes the extent of the document's availability for 
distribution, release, and disclosure without additional approvals or authorizations. It remains in effect 
until it is changed or removed by the DoD Controlling Office. 

DoD Distribution Statement A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 

DoD Distribution Statement B: Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies only. 

DoD Distribution Statement C: Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies and their 
contractors only. 

DoD Distribution Statement D: Distribution authorized to the Department of Defense and U.S. DoD 
contractors only. 

DoD Distribution Statement E: Distribution authorized to DoD components only. 
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DoD Distribution Statement F: Further dissemination to individuals/entities only as directed by the 
DoD Controlling Office on a case-by-case basis. 

DoD Distribution Statement X: Distribution authorized to U.S. Government Agencies and private 
individuals or enterprises eligible to obtain export-controlled technical data in accordance with DoD 
Directive 5230.25. 

DoD Technical Data: Recorded information related to experimental, developmental, or engineering 
works that can be used to define an engineering or manufacturing process or to design, procure, 
support, maintain, operate, repair or overhaul material. The data may be graphic or pictorial delinea- 
tions in media such as drawings or photographs, text in specifications or related performance or design 
type documents, or computer printouts. Examples of technical data include research and engineering 
data, engineering drawings, and associated lists, specifications, standards, process sheets, manuals, 
technical reports, catalog-item identifications, and related information and computer software docu- 
mentation. 

DoD Technical Document: Any recorded information that conveys scientific and technical information 
or technical data. It includes such informational documents as working papers, memoranda, and 
preliminary reports when such documents have utility beyond the immediate mission requirement, or 
will become part of the historical record of technical achievements. 

NOTE: DoD technical documents include not only those technical documents generated by DoD- 
fiinded research, development, and test and evaluation programs that are the basis of the DoD Scientific 
and Technical Information Program. They also include all newly created engineering drawings, 
standards, specifications, technical manuals, blueprints, drawings, plans, instructions, computer 
software and documentation, and other technical information that can be used or adapted for use to 
design, engineer, produce, manufacture, operate, repair, overhaul, or reproduce any military or space 
equipment or technology concerning such equipment. These documents do not include command, 
control, communication, and intelligence operational documents; communication security documents; 
cryptographic data; personnel records; broad types of documents such as administrative papers, internal 
procedures, catalogs and brochures, directories, promotional materials, and contract administration 
documents; or technical documents used by DoD that have not been produced by or for DoD such as a 
book of industry standards or a privately published scientific journal. 

DoD Technical Information: Information, including scientific information, that relates to research, 
development, engineering, test, evaluation, production, operation, use, and maintenance of munitions 
and other military supplies and equipment. 

Downgrading: A determination by a declassification authority that information classified and safe- 
guarded at a specified level shall be classified and safeguarded at a lower level. 

Event: An occurrence or happening that is reasonably certain to occur and that can be set as the signal 
for automatic declassification of information. 

Export Controlled Information (ECI): Government rules and regulations that govern the transfer of 
commodities (equipment, hardware, or material), technologies (technical data, information, or assis- 
tance), and software (commercial or custom) to any non-U.S. entity or individual, wherever the transfer 
may take place. 

Export Control Warning: A statement that must be applied to data, goods, and technologies found on 
the Department of State's United States Munitions List (USML) and the Department of Commerce's 
Commodity Control List (CCL). 

Face of the Document: First page of text, which may be a cover, title page, or first page (excluding 
Standard Form cover). 
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For Official Use Only (FOUO): A designation applied to unclassified information that may be exempt 
from mandatory release to the public under the FOI A. 

Foreign Government Information (FGI): a. Information provided to the United States Government 
by a foreign government or governments, an international organization of governments, or any element 
thereof, with the expectation that the information, the source of the information, or both, are to be held 
in confidence; b. Information produced by the United States pursuant to or as a result of a joint arrange- 
ment with a foreign government or governments, or an element thereof, requiring that the information, 
the arrangement, or both, are to be held in confidence; or c. Information received and treated as 
"Foreign Government Information" under the terms of a predecessor order to E.O. 12958. 

Formerly Restricted Data (FRD): A category of classified information as defined in Section 142 of 
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, that involves utilization of nuclear weapons. 

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA): A federal law, signed in 1966, that gives persons access to 
federal records except when all or part of a record is exempt. The FOIA specifies nine exemptions that 
may qualify certain information to be withheld from release to the public if, by its disclosure, a foresee- 
able harm would occur. 

Information: Knowledge that can be communicated or documentary material, regardless of its physical 
form or characteristics, that is owned by, produced by or for, or is under the control of the U.S. Govern- 
ment. The "control" of information is under the authority of the agency that originates information. 

Intelligence Community: A term defined in E.O. 12333 that refers to the following agencies or 
organizations: Central Intelligence Agency (CIA); National Security Agency (NSA); Defense Intelli- 
gence Agency (DIA); offices with the Department of Defense (DoD) for the collection of specialized 
foreign intelligence through reconnaissance programs; Bureau of Intelligence and Research of the 
Department of State; intelligence elements of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps; staff 
elements of the Director of Central Intelligence; the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI); Department 
of the Treasury; and Department of Enei^ (DOE). 

Intelligence Information: Information that is under the jurisdiction and control of the Director of 
Central Intelligence or a member of the Intelligence Community. 

Multiple Sources: Two or more source documents, classification guides, or a combination of both, 
used for classifying a document. 

National Security Information (NSI): Information pertaining to the national defense or foreign 
relations (national security) of the United States and classified by an Executive Order. 

Need-to-Know: A determination made by an authorized holder of classified information that a pro- 
spective recipient requires access to specific classified information in order to perform or assist in a 
lawfiil and authorized governmental fiinction. 

Nickname: A nickname is a combination of two separate imclassified words assigned an unclassified 
meaning and employed only for unclassified administrative, morale, or public information purposes. 

Nonrecord: As defined in 36 CFR 1222.34, "Nonrecord materials are those Federally owned infonna- 
fional materials that do not meet the statutory definition of records (Title 44 U.S. Code, Section 3301) 
or that have been excluded from coverage by the definition. Excluded materials are extra copies of 
documents kept only for reference, stocks of publications and processed documents, and library or 
museum materials intended solely for reference or exhibit." Source: Paragraph E2.1.2 of DoD Directive 
5015.2, DoD Records Management Program. 
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OADR: Originating Agency's Determination Required. OADR applies to documents classified 
before October 14, 1995. 

Original Classification: An initial determination that information requires, in the interest of national 
security, protection against unauthorized disclosure. 

Original Classification Authority: An individual authorized in writing, by the President or designee, 
or by agency heads to classify information in the first instance. The original classification authority 
determines that unauthorized disclosure of information reasonably could be expected to result in 
damage to the national security, and is able to identify or describe the damage. 

Overall Classification: A determination of classification level for a document based on the highest 
level of classification assigned to any portion or page. 

Personal Information: Information about an individual that identifies, relates or is unique to, or 
describes him or her; e.g., a social security number, age, military rank, civilian grade, marital status, 
race, salary, home/office phone numbers, etc. Source: Paragraph E2.1.2 of DoD Directive 5400.11, 
DoD Privacy Program. 

Portion Marking: The application of National Security Information classification markings (TS, S, C, 
or U) to words, phrases, sentences, or paragraphs of a document to indicate classification level. The 
marking must also include special control designators or caveats. 

Primary Distribution: The initial targeted distribution of, or access to, technical documents authorized 
by the DoD Controlling Oflfice. 

Reason Line: The second line of classifier information for an "originally classified" document, stating 
one or more categories for the classification decision under E.G. 12958, Section 1.5. 

Reason(s) for Restriction: The reason(s) for restricting a technical document to a specific audience. 

Record: As defined, in part, in Title 44 U.S. Code, Section 3301, "Records include all books, papers, 
maps, photographs, machine-readable materials, and other documentary materials, regardless of 
physical form or characteristics, made or received by an Agency of the United States Government under 
Federal law or in connection with the transaction of public business and preserved or appropriate for 
preservation by that Agency or its legitimate successor as evidence of the organization, fimctions, 
policies, decisions, procedures, operations, or other activities of the Government or because of the 
informational value of the data in them." A record covers information in any medium and includes 
operational logistics, support and other materials created or received by the DoD Components in 
training, contingency, and wartime operations as well as in all routine and peacetime business. Source: 
Paragraph E2.1.3 of DoD Directive 5015.2, DoD Records Management Program. 

Record (Privacy Act): Any item, collection, or grouping of information, whatever the storage media 
(e.g., paper, electronic, etc.), about an individual that is maintained by a DoD Component, including but 
not limited to, his or her education, financial transactions, medical history, criminal or employment 
history and that contains his or her name, or the identifying number, symbol, or other identifying 
particular assigned to the individual, such as a finger or voice print or a photograph. Source: Paragraph 
E2.1.3 of DoD Directive 5400.11, DoD Privacy Program. 

Restricted Data (RD): A category of classified information as defmed in Section 142 of the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, involving the design or manufacturing of nuclear weapons, produc- 
tion of special nuclear material, or its use in energy production. 

Safeguarding: Measures and controls that are prescribed to protect information. 
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Secondary Distribution: Release of technical documents provided, after primary distribution, by otlier 
than the originator or the DoD Controlling Office. 

Secret (S): The classification level applied to information, the unauthorized disclosure of which 
reasonably could be expected to cause serious damage to the national security. (E.O. 12958) 

Source Document: A classified document, other than a classification guide, from which information is 
extracted for inclusion in another document. 

Special Access Program (SAP): Any DoD program or activity (as authorized in E.O. 12958), employ- 
ing enhanced security measures (e.g., safeguarding, access requirements, etc.) exceeding those normally 
required for collateral information at the same level of classification shall be established, approved, and 
managed as a DoD SAP. 

System of Records (Privacy Act): A group of records under the control of a DoD Component from 
which personal information is retrieved by the individual's name or by some identifying number, 
symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to an individual. Source: Paragraph E2.15. of DoD 
Directive 5400.11, DoD Privacy Program. 

Top Secret (TS): The classification level applied to information, the unauthorized disclosure of which 
could be expected to cause exceptionally grave damage to the national security. (E.O. 12958) 

Unauthorized Disclosure: A communication or physical transfer of classified information to an 
unauthorized recipient. 

United States Munitions List (USML): That part of the secondary regulations (the International 
Traffic in Arms Regulations or ITAR) that defines which defense articles and services are subject to 
licensing. 

Worlting Paper: A classified document in an interim production stage toward generation of a perma- 
nent document. 
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DoD Marking Decision Tree 

Ciassified by: 
Reason: 
Deciassify on: 

Derived from: 
Deciassify on: 

H^arlt 
accordingiy 

NO 

Speciai Access 
Programs (SAP) 

(3) 

Intel/Director 
of Centrai 

inteiligence 
Directive (DCID) 
 W 

RD/FRD/CNWDi 
(5) 

Foreign 
Government 

information (FGi) 
Otfier 

(6) 

IV1arl< accordingiy 
and appiy 

caveats and/or 
warning notices 

(No marking  A 
required    J 

FOIA Exemptions 

(b)(2) Records relating solely to Internal 
personnel mies and practices 

(b)(3) Records specifically exempted by law 
(b)(4) Trade secrets and commercial or 

financial Information 
(b)(5) Internal records ttiat are deliberative 

in nature 
(b)(6) Records, wtiicfi If released, would result 

in an invasion of personal privacy 
(b)(7) Investigatory information compiled 

for law enforcement purposes 
(b)(8) Records used for the regulation of 

financial institutions 
(b)(9) Records containing geological and 

geophysical Information on wells 

Notes on Classification IUarl<ings 

1 Initial detemiination that information requires 
protection 

2 Incorporating, paraphrasing, restating or 
generating in a new form information that 
is already classified 

3 Information with imposed enhancements to 
safeguard and restrict access 

4 Only available for Intelligence Infomiatlon/ 
DCID 

5 Information controlled by Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954 - Restricted Data, Formeriy Restricted 
Data, and Critical Nuclear Weapon Design 
Information 

6 Such as NNPI, COMSEC and NATO 

*  Check to see if Limited Right^statement is appended by contractor 
** Requires an export control warning per DoD 5230.24 
*** Requires an export control warning per DoD 5230.24 and DoD 

Distribution Statement E or F (choice depends on reason for constraint) 


